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GALLUP, NEW MEXICO, SATURDAY, OCTOBER, 7, 1922.

8.

FACTS ABOUT TAXES.
with an air of "It's a Bluff, and It's Funny," A. T. Hannett's

BIG INDIAN SHOW

THE COWARD

BIG SUCCESS

HEDGES

The
Indian Ceremonial
even the InbMrititm in tne BuminiBM"""" ui uiiiiuiicj iuum,jf (juuuc uiians, wnen surprised everybody,
With a shanty of a grand stand
nutter of fact their charges are so serious that if true the county dians.
and grounds dusty and rough, yet one
5fJiili .hould be removed from onice, ana u not true those who are
of the biggest shows ever staged in
for the charges should be sent to the penitentiary,
d
people of this county to read their article in Gallup was pullled off very successV ask all
of Sept. 28, under the head of "Tax Facts," fully.
fa.ua of the Gallup Independent
The three days' celebration was an
they try to lead you to believe that the county and State Goveni-1$- ,
It conveinced all that an
costs this county in taxes, $253,173.00.
annual Indian show can be made a
Tax
Mexico
Bulletin
No.
the
New
to
their
1,
from
prove
They quote
National attraction, which means that
fUini but dare not publish the entire table from which they take just what many hundreds of people will come
For
and
case.
the
their
own
for
benefit
of
the
their
benefit,
the want, for
from middel west and eastern states
and please read it carefully:
truth to ail, we here give the entire table,
to see real Indians stace real Indian
ceremonials.
, COUNTY LEVIES FOR 1921
al

In the

issue

of

The

NUMBER

7.

TAXES FOR STATE PURPOSES
IN NEW MEXICO BELOW AVERAGE

Demo- -

Inter-Trib-

CENTS

Carbon City
1922, and un-

News of September 16,
der the head line of "To

The

OF SEVEN WESTERN STATES

Citi-

zens of McKinley County:" an invitation was given to all citizens to attend
the county Democratic convention to
be held in Kitchen's Opera House on
Wednesday night, September 20, 1922,
and among other things given as a
reason for the general invitation to attend that convention, charges were
made against our county officials in a
way to show that favoritism was being shown certain tax payers as between Republicans
and Democrats, TAXPAYERS RETURN PROPERTY AT SAME PROPORTION
said charges being supported by sevOF ACTUAL VALUE IN ALL WESTERN STATES
be
as
we
do
can
done
lines
what
Knowingof
eral
as
if taken from
figures
Showing valuations of county including estimated assessment of mineral it is jn order to begin rirht now to the
these
records,
county
figures
of
and
and county tax rate
production
levy.
That the amount of taxes paid by taxpayers of New Mexico on each
prepare for the H23 Ceremonial. Dy were given as proof that the charge
output, state
less for state purposes than the average in
the grounds now of favoritism on the part of our county $1,000 worth of property is 20
proper
State and County
deeded to the county by Gregory Pare officials as between Republican and seven western" states is shown by a comparative table just completed by
Valuation
Tax Rate Traduction and known as the Lyon Memorial Park Semocratic tax payers was true, and Van L White, Secretary of the State Tax Commission.
can be made of vast benefit and one published in The Carbon City News
Desiring to ascertain the relative rate of taxation for different pur.03008
$22,100,000
$664,708 of the
Bernalillo
biggest possible assets to Mc for general circulation among the citi- poses in the west, Mr. White directed letters to the State Tax Commission
.02740
4,970,000
136,178
of all of the western Ftates, and up to the present time has heard from those
can he zens of McKinley county.
Citron
.02404
478.126 Kinley county. The race track
19,888,71)0
Chaves
made one of the best in the west. With
The Gallup Herald immediately got states listed in the tabulation.
.02469
30,000,000
740,000
Mr. White's request was for the tax rate for different nurnoses in
a pnm'J stcr,J that will sept ten times
Colfax
.02831
busy and demanded that an official
12,238,(129
364,484
the number the present place will ne- - investigation be made as to theitne cnr,ital city of each of these states, and one city in each state selected
Curry
02275
7,121,1)40
102,024
DeBaca
commodate, and with exhibition halls, cnarues, sucn cnarges, ir true, being at random, but located at a considerable distance from the cnwtal.
.02579
422,1)56
10,400,000
The figures in each case represent the amount of money paid on an
Dona Ana
this park will of itself be an attrac sufficient for cause of removal of our
.02702
283,560
10,494,160
Eddy
Governor Mechem, actual valuation of $1,000. All of these states have laws which provide for
county officials.
.02011
542.970 tion.
27,000,000
Grant
Indians make for Gallup one: of appreciating the seriousness of the assessment of property at actual value, and the percentage of the actual
.02664
8,740,363
232,843
value at which propeity is returned by the taxpayers is about the same
Guadalupe
r
her greatest assets. It is perfectly charges, directed that State Auditor cash
.02421
7,014,505
169,821
Harding
an an- Whittier conduct the investigation as in all of these states as obtains in New Mexico, so that all the states report1
I vi per that Indians be i,ivi.-.02135
7,700,000
64,395
Hidalgo
in to the specific charges as made by the ed are on the same basis as to both valuation and money paid. The fact is
.02692
6.791.620
182,730 nual show, a time to come together
Lea
of education.il McKinley County Democratic Central that the taxpayers in every one of these states and cities, returns his procompetitive
sports
.02777
8,385,878
232,876
Lincoln
perty at just about $ .C0 on the dollar of its actual selling value, and that
Committee.
.02106
250,614 character, and to present their
11,900,000
in all of these states the taxing authorities find it impossible to compel a
Luna
in open competition, all to the
.01875
Mr.
13,500,000
253,173
October
Whittier
set Monday,
McKinley
higher tax return value than that percentage of the actual value.
admiration and advancement of the v, JSC'L', as the
.02927
con7,163,279
and
to
209,669
time
After receiving the reports from the other states, Mr. White selectNora
day
several tribes of Indians in the vicin duct the
.02716
sent
253,946
out
9,350,000
and
ed Santa Fe and Roswell as the comparative cities in New Mexico to be used
investigation,
Otero
of which there are sev.03040
and requests flo McKinley in the tabulation, and found thnt the average for all of the 14 cities reported,
395,200 ity of Gallup
13,000,000
invitations
Qur
.02723
198,747 eral tribes.
7,300,151
county tax payers, especially inviting was a tax of $6.19 per $1,000 valuation for state purposes; $13.00 for city
Rio Arriba
Mike Kirk is to be complimented. A. T. Hannett
.02978
and his Democratic purposes; $9.62 for county purposes; $11.81 for school purposes, making a
233,173
7,829,848
.
Roosevelt
and
.02184
Central Committe .to be present at the total average of $40.62. He then averaged the taxes for the same purposes
111,781 Those who worked with him,
5,118,190
Sandoval
have
he
could
not
.03001
122,676 without whose help
4,087,830
in all of the 4G incorporated municipalities of New Mexico, and found that
investigation.
San Juan
be complimented.
.02578
507,825 put it over, all are to
19,698,422
the taxes for state purposes in this state were $1.19 less per $1,000 valuation
San Miguel
Mr.
received
and
notice
the
Hannett
to
whole affair was a revelation
.03037
345,957 The
11,391,422
less for city purposes; $1.74 less for general county purposes, ana
$5.33
Santa Fe
be
invitation
deto
the
investi
at
to
ideas
It opens our
present
.02392
135,626 our people.
5,670,000
$5.42 more for school purposes; the total for all being $37.78, or $2.84 less
Sierra
would be dupes not gation to be held Monday, October 9, taxes
we
and
velopment
.02750
376,750
13,700,000
$1,000 valuation in New Mexico, than the average of the 14 cities
Socorro
take advantage of the possibilities 1022, and if the charges as made by in the per
.02720
5.600.621
seven states.
152,337 to
Ttoe
him
and
committee
he
were
his
true
hands.
in
of what we have
our
.03110
Mr. White's full tabulation follows!
303,920
9,772,352
Torrance
By going about this matter in the would not allow anything to hinder
.03043
AMOUNT OF TAXES ASSESSED FOR THE YEAR 1921 ON REAL
454,726
14,943,361
Union
inhis
nor
at
that
in
all
a
presence
prevent
manner and
working
.02141
317,938 proper
14,850,000
Valencia
ESTATE, THE ACTUAL VALUE OF WHICH IS $1,000
to make this an annual come-of- f
vestigation. If the charges as made
Total
Local
State
State
$9,383,789 way
Total
$363,721,981
City
and
were
committee
Hannett
his
will
by
in
the west,
not to be equaled
Tax
Gen. Co School
City
Purposes
his
he
be
should
and
committee
adbest
true,
of
of
one
the
Gallup
Ton will note that McKinlev county has thai lowest rate of all make
39.82
7.30
10.12
8.20
14.20
Pheonix '.
Arizona
most
be
anxious
to
the
at
the
present
in
Nation.
the
of Grant county, in better condition than vertised places
7.30
41.30
17.90
6.50
9.60
Winslow
tounties, and with exception
When the idea was first presented invesitigation because the findings of
county is in favor
27.50
2.18
11.79
4.35
9.20
Denver
any other county, and the comparison with Grant
Colprado
to
made
are
be
that
investigation
pub
doubted
its
our
to
people many
rf McKinlev eountv. You will note that McKinley county stands out
15.60
14.00
7.83
4.35
41J78
Purnngo
to
lic
citizens
the
of
county,
McKinley
70.10
17.00
m the only county with tax rate for county and state purposes below success.
25.00
22.40
Idaho
Idaho Falls 5.70
As a rule county fairs are failures. and if he and his committee wanted
16 mills, our rate being more than one mill lower than any other county.
16.00
7.70
16.00
. 45.50
5.80
Boise
of
to
Inter-Tribthe
county
Indian
McKinley.
of
'
an
citizens
idea
The
how-that
75 per cent of the proceeds of
Th .Taxpayers.' Association
10.00
12.30
47.10
9.60
16.20
Salem
know the truth as to the charges, he Oregon
for educational Ceremonial was not fully understood, and
tax levies are for roads and chool, if appropriations
41.60
6.70
14.50
10.54
9.86
Portland
his
would
be
the
committee
first
so
The
idea
nor appreciated. :
is
big
81.20
5.00
8.50
10.80
inititutions are taken into consideration
:
i
SatUkeCity6.90
ones to enter the assessor's office Utah
"i
" ? ,.
14.40
14.25
8.50
44.05
6.90
Wilford
Alon
with the ottemnt of A. T. Hannett and his henchmen, the
the
October
at
9,
Monday
ap
morning,
36.25
13.10
13.65
5.15
4.35
Democratic
,
Cheyenne
Countv Central Committee and all of them, would also lead m s M " "
pointed hour if Hannett and his Wyoming
"
"
4.44
29.48
8.59 .
12.10
4.35
to run your state and county
Casper
yon to believe that it cost
committee
honest
not
were
were
and
$253,173.00
fi
you
10
our iiubinit peupie,
...
nn .1 .v a ............
:
Iu..
87.62
12.75
14.37
6.50
i
5.00
omr.mit cents,
New Mexico
t
Santa Fe
iuo sw,
we jjuu 4Lt
afraid
could
men,
be
of
not
the
una
tu.w
truth
of
our
they
jii
has
asked
Herald
Gallun
uiituygiiig
many
SvvciiiuiciiLP
35.40
8.50
14.05
5.00
7.85
Roswell
schools and roads, wr figuring it out on a daily basis, $500.00 of
people just the extent of sales on the kept away from that investigation by
the 1700.00 goes for schools and roads.
The balance goes for our proporation three
or
influence.
and
power
any
of
the
Ceremonial,
days
40.62
11.81
13.00
6.19
9,62
cities
of the cost of state eovernment. and for Davine county officers salaries,
In The Gallup Independent of Octevery one said that the three days
46 incorpor- holding court, upkeep and office expense of court house and jail, health officers
'
twelve
in
sales
their
were
days
ober 5, 1922, A. T. Hannett publishes
biggest
17.23
7.88
87.78
7.67
New Mexico 6.00
expenses, boarding prisoners, fuel, lights, water, holding elections, etc.
months.
a reply to Mr. Whittier's invitation to
The Gallun Herald told the nuhlie lust what the recoro's show what the
There were some three thousand be present at the investigation, and
Banner Druir Store is assessed for this vear.
The charees as made by A.
Indians here, not to mention many after slushing a lot of stuff in the with another excuse to be "out of the
T. Hannett and his
committee did not tell the truth about that any more than other people. All spent money. On nn shape of general blanket charges eitv."
thev told the truth nhnnt tbp other rharppR. all of which were absolutely
Of all men in McKinley county who
averave, possibily ten dollars per per- against all Republican administrations
false, and they knew that the charges were false when they prepared the
son would be a fair estimate. This in the State and county, he then gives should be anxious to know the truth
ADMITTED
charges, and when they caused them to be printed,
shows how much money was left in an excuse for not being able to be pre- of the charges as made by Hannett
The Banner Dnic Store dnps not armear on the tax roll for 1918, nor for Gallup. Not like a circus, that would sent at the investigation by saying and his committee it should be HanMonday of this week six new citiWW, nor for 1920.
The Banner Drug Store does appear on the tax roll for come to Gallup and put on two shows that he will be out of the city, and nett and his committee, and when he
zens
were added to the population of
1921. but the Banner
than
Cerebe
to
the county
held at has been invited by County Cierk
Drue Store owes no more taxes
and take away the money, the
suggests that the hearing
Tim Crowley,
does the smoke stack at Shaft No. 5, if it did
monial left ten times what it cost to some time to suit Hannett's conven- Rouse to secure or employ whom he the United States, viz:
they would be collected.
of Thorcau; Frank Gulin, of MoGaf-feience any time except Monday, the so chooses to witness the investiga
stage the show.
Steve Simon, of Gibson; Richard
We begin now to look forward to appointed time. Hannett knows that tion anybody or firm of responsi
A.
J.
Hart, of Gallup: Nick Hausner,
Reof
not
reason
Mr.
rescould
Whittier
the 1923 Ceremonial.
tor for New Meico by
change the bility being assured tnat any
JONES AND HINKLE
date and time of the investigation ponsibe person or firm of account- of Closson; Anton Lisac, of Gibson.
renot
will
he
and
votes,
publican
applications were rejected.
devil around
the stump." His now without disappointing many peo- ants or auditors will be acceptable to Six other Holloman
acted very cautceive any Republican votes at the the
Judge
who
received
have
was
their
officials
then for
all of the county
striclty ple
already
Tuesday night's speech
IN GALLUP
in the examination of the apiously
November election not this time.
A.
to
be
notices
time
convenient
Jones
to
A.
the
of invitation, the
being Hannett to make it
style.
up
Holloman is just as
plicants.
e
The
Mr. Jones appeared to be very much
speaking was a too late to issue other invitations for out of the city at the time of the in- careful as Judge
to the witnesses as he it
Tuesday nicht Ron of at .Tinnaa
nnrl
and
the
to
set
most
has
to
him
this
Democrats.
that
of
in
the
the
frost
an advrtismnt
Saturday night,
vestigation makes
with the applicants. One or two apH inula annoararf
lAl)dttl&La
of iha interested
date later would make the investiga wretched coward and political
Stand Theatre, and addressed an appared in New Mexico newspapers.
plicants have recently been convicted
tn
deliv
so
been
of
tion
to
that
the
the
Idaho
a
has
art
known
on
late
the
tariff
letter
In
bluffer
the
campaign
His Senatorial record
of bootlegging, and these will have
wdience
on, what they said were,
did
would
have
Work
New
time
Mr.
three
with
ered
after
general public
hardly
political chicanery.
years.
question isn't very popular
to wait five years more before again
oi tne present campaign.
to see the published report of the in- To
prefer and publish charges making application to become citizens
Mexico, and Judge Davis has called something Hays couldn't do.
If- .
ii
to
date
not
the
set
can
Senator
officials
that
And,
vestigation.
his hand on that question.
against public
of the United States. The Volstead
banker and
flnH dried n iha nrt. Jones is an
Marry in haste and lose half the, later in the campaign just to suit be substantiated nor proven is an act Act is a part of the Constitution of
artist in making campaign
of handlink and
would
as
Hannett
met
be
the
He
asassination
of
character
at
and
is tin expert
likely
beyond
just
"beating wedding presents.
making money.
speeches
HolloCOlTlefl fmm a Pminttr
Uo4- hoa novae
To be the United states and Judge
level of hovels of thieves.
man will not for one minute pass over
"wn unaer tne management
be
would
such
able
to
New
of
prove
charges
one to become a citiand allow
Mexico Democrats, and his
an act of great public good, and all zen who isanyguilty of
county is
violating our
and
laud
the
6 otne JJemocratic counties
would
men
good
approve
Constitution.
M NeW Mexico
who
officials
in rlnht
office
from
such
ousting
P. J. Phillips, United States
pd groaning under a high rate of tay- the affairs of the
so
Examinator, headquare asked his audience to
public.
ters at Denver, said to a reporter of
After the investigation and the re- The Gallup
J'ert him governor so he could show
Herald, that in all his
uw ne could
port has been published, if the
practice economy and
in court as an officer in
W (town fovea
o nll,
does not meet with Hannett's experience
his department, he never knew a Judge
in Democratic counties, but is
approval, he will come out in print and to take Buch a decided stand for safeheld
medicine in McKinley county, a
the
was
that
investigation
say
guarding the citizenship of the United
Vine ...
o
that
,
during his absence, therefore does not States as he found in Judge Reed
p.,. kuccil UUUCl III
-County
" - ..
his annroval. and that the Holloman.
meet
with
debt
now
out
?S
:
of
I
V
I
M with mt"igement,
the lowest tax rate of any
cnarges as investigated rave noi teen
Holloman gave the followJudge
disproved:
therefore, the charges ing interview to The Gallup Herald I
v in iew Mexico.
Mr. Hinkle's remnrVa oKnut
stand as first made. This will be his
fha Wti
"Ui course," ne said, " we all want
subterfuge, and he will continue to go those who have come among us from
ui education didn't take well with
w audience.
before the citizens of McKinley county
foreign countries to become useful
Republicans are for
with charges against our county offi- and
MUcatlon
the hour w,
dependable citizens of our conn
at the same time he will be
cials,
yet
try. We should not permit any one to
jpena. McKinley county schools are in
be
stand
to
and
too
present
cowardly
come
here unless it be our intention
shape the very best in the State.
at the time such charges are to be in- that later he should
"MUnJeV COIltltv eohnnlo ...ill ..
assume the dut'
"J "viiuuio win iuii nine
IMAniL
vestigated.
ies of citizenship. But who should be
a.nd live right up with the con- The investigation will be conducted admitted, and when, are
questions not
'LK t w,ln. r teachers. Mr. Hinkle
Monday, October 9, 1922, and all easily answered, but which are
mention this.
stilly
citizens are invited,
truthful
loving
All
over.
my experience with
th!m Democratic counties,
of
of the truth passed
is
who
no
one
afraid
and
many
has
matters
these
here
in
been
now up to the 18 mills
Gallup,
limit for
and who can be there should absent
qualities of sound character that are
M? kPurpisw' Mr- Hinke can make
himself on account of some trifle ex necessary
the
to
best
quaproduce
cuse.
advo,cating the reduction of
of citizens. Further it will not do
,f school8, but such don't go
It is the coward who hedges. It lity (Continued on Page
8)
is the confessed liar who finds ex
la nrf.,1 ",ey county- - O"' school levy
cuses. It is the character assassin who visit the Whitewater Fair. Mrs. War
If M,yJ?v,e,n and three tenths mills,
slunks from the shadow of his own ren is one of the best sneakers of the
L ,nklt would rnake a hit with
MtJrEftrh would haye compli- guilt.
delegation and the Whitewater people)
o
may rest assured that they will be
Re.the
of
Sar.nAr
Management
tertained.
DAVIS
Wednesday
night it hat been
u ''uy'ng as we go, apd
arranged for Judge Davis to deliver
ff the 'WeSt tax rat of any county
TO SPEAK
an address
the

NEW MEXICO TAXPAYERS CONTRIBUTE
MORE FOR SCHOOLS BUT LESS FOR
EVERY OTHER PURPOSE THAN THEIR
NEIGHBORS.

'fair-minde-
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.i
nis remarKS Dy
TT. tl.UBeo
the 6
$ elected he W0"Id rve
fflSftw Party and his friends,
et
in McKiVkIe
few votes
Mr.
vln 7u

conty.
ttonenf i?1neSufolIowed Mr- Hinkle
chacteristic speeches,
much

BmT--

eX

-

I

V

the same as he made here
W
r
year,
-r --nnnv. mr,
jones is a sena

"

at
Strand Theatre,
starting immediately after the eom-ed- y.
Next Wednesday, October 11, Judge
After his address at the Strand
he will go to the court house and deStephen B. Davis, Mrs. Adeline
and H. Delgado, candidates liver an address. In the mean
for United States Senator, for Con- Mrs. Warren and Mr. Del "ado "J er
addresses at the Ilex 1.
gress and State Auditor, respectively,
will be in Gallup, and it has been ar- and also at the court house.
'
This will be the time to
ranged to have Mrs. Warren, and perhaps Judge Davit and Mr. Delgado to candidates, and t'J tlavli l:
i j.
Otero-Warr-

t'e,
it-liv-

t--

s,

k? -

.
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IPS TOASTED

(Gallop Herald Special).

HOFFMAN'S

whloh glvss a

CHOCOLATES

and
WHITMAN'S
BOX CANDIES

I

If!.

i

ill

delicious flavor

al

HAND DIPPED

i

WW

one extra process

Mrs. Stella M, Lievis ton and Dan
Nee of San Francisco, Calif., came
throuph Raman enroute to El Morro
National Monument Mrs. Ueviston
has been touring; through all the National Part
and Monument. She
says we sing America; then why not
see it? Mr. Nee represented the
Automobile Association of America,
and thj;y were registered at El
Indian
Navajo during the Inter-TribJ.

JQIL'JSTON'S
CANDIES

122

Ceremonial.
Mr. and Mrs. John S. Callbran, Mr.
and Mrs. George William Eggen and
Mr. and Mrs. Auther F. nsher of
Denver, Colo., stopped at the valley
view inn enroute to Inscription Ilock,
Mr. Eggers was formally connected
with the Art Institute at Chicago,
but has recently become director of
Ihe Uenver Art Association.
The Raman Commercial Club held
their first meeting Wednesday night
The matter about the establishment of
a gymnasium in Ramah was brought
up and it was decided that the old
church house would be used for this

purpose. A short program was given
including a Kangroo Court.
A squaw dance was held by the
Navajo's Wednesday night out at Joy
Davis' store,
eight miles from Ramah.
'
Jack " Wilson entertained fourteen
guests to a dinner party Thursday
night.
Many people form Ramah went to
to the Inter-TribIndian
Gallup

'

WQARETTE

STATE OF NEW MEX-ICHEALTH OFFICERS
WEEKLY BULLETIN
O

The health officers should not be
misled by an item appearing in "Notes
and Abstracts," Series Mil, No. 8,
just issued by Jonnson & Johnson. On
page 2U2 there is a discussion entitled
"Terminal Disinfection." which, is MRS. ADELINA
most misleadng.
The implication is that DISINFEC
Republican Candidate For
Ceremonial.
TION and FUMIGATION are synono-moua thing which any
The small daughter of Mr. and M)
Representative In Congress
White has been quite ill the last week.
health officer knows is not true.
DRUG
The last round-u- p of Mr. Hathy and By all means, let us have terminal
Jack Wilson's cattle for this year disinfection, to supplement concurwas given Saturday. Seven of the rent disinfection. Indeed, this is reSTORE
girls from Ramah helped the
quired by our own Regulations. But
round-u- p
this terminal disinfection does not call
the cattel.
Mr. and Mrs. E. Z. Vogt gave a for the use of gaseous fumigants, ex- AN EXPERIENCED OB
farewell dance Saturday night for cept to destroy certain disease-carr- y
Miss Katherine Vogt, who left Sunday ing insects. It does require the use of
soan and water, "elbow errease." and SERVER'S
to teach at Danoff s.
ESTIMATE
Among the visitors of El Morro "boiling or sunning, according to the
National Manument this week were nature of the things to be disinfected.
the following:
ELIIRJ ROOT
This item to which we refer savs
Wm. S. Borum, of Winslow, Ariz., "There can be no doubt that formald OF MRS.
Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Chateau, of Gallup, ehyde
gas under conditions which are
Few men have shone in so many N. M., Mr. L.C. L. Row of Ramah, N. easily attainable, does kill bacteria
L.
'
R.
Mrs.
M.,
Glenn
Emmons,
which are," etc. It goes on to give
sphere of activity as Elihu Root.
S.
Smith, Miss these "easily attainable
Royall
conditions.
Always, however, he has been a law- - Goehring,
Genevieve
Glass, John J. Emmons, all but omits the most important of all
above everything else. And in
yer
N.
of
Mis3
' this
M.,
Gallup,
Myrtle Smith, tight sealing of all cracks which is
profession, counsel has been his
NOT easily attainable.
forte. He never sat on the bench. of Sweet Springs, Mo.
o
has he been seen much, as a
The quotation from Rosenau is cor. Nor
REFORM MINING INDUSTRY.
rect, but is removed from its context,
pleader, in court. The advice he gave
Miss Clara H. Olsen has been
.' was
designed, rather, to render his
There are two men for every job in giving an entirely erroneous impres
clients litigation proof, than to extri- the coal mines. Ihe work of coal rrun sion of what the author meant to secretary to eleven governors
cate them from difficulties in which ing seems to be rather attractive to convey, for he was discussing terminal
of New Mexico and is now
they already were involved.
keep and hold so many more men than DISINFECTION. Since he has been
'..
The complaint was made by some can find steady employment. Its at- quoted, let us take his Chap. I. under
in that capaciay. In
'
that he devoted his talents to placing traction lies in the very fact that men "Disinfection," p. 1351, 1922 Ed., and serving
the great interests which employed get by and live and loaf half the time. give his comments on the subject at course of her duties she has achim beyond the reach of statutes in The wages are adjusted to permit it. length:
quired probably a more intitended to curb them
A coal miner will not handle in anv
"Disinfection, then, deals only with mate
as
knowledge of the capaa
the
of
those
tact
is
a
minute
ine
iar greater jday as much coal as the driver of destroying
vitality
inai,
lawyer than most of those who made dray for delivering coal, we are told forms of life which cause diease.
for public service of the
cities
the laws, he saw weaknesses in the and yet the miner gets three times the "Fumigation cannot take the place
handiwork of these latter which he daily wage of the drayman. Sibley of disinfection; gases at best have but men and women who have been
considered himself, and doubtless was, (la.) Tribune.
the merest surface action. As they active in public life than is poslack the power of penetration, they
entitled to point out.
o
He was more than justified in putcannot be depended upon to disinfect se sed by any other citizen.
THEATRE
AT
REX
THE
even thin fabrics," etc
On July 11 Miss Olsen, then!
ting a high price on its services, for
FOR THE VAUDEVILLE
they were worth a great deal of
"Fumigation is chiefly useful- - in
mentioned as a possible
money, sums which the big corpora
preventing the spread of insectborne being
tions he mainly represented were best
nominee for governor, gave the1
Almond and Hazel presenting "Sum- - diseases."
able to pay. It was this, undoubtedly, men To Winter"
of dryness and t ll
. .
.
!
.
.
for which they cairy "The combination
to
which made him perhaps the most their own
is quite as good, if not bet- lonowing statement
sunlight
senic
special
eipipment
lawknown
of
widely
"corporation
will be th headline feature act on ter, than the ordinary fumigation pro- newspapers:
yers" in the history of the United the new vaudeville hill that is book- - cesses which are commonly used in
States.
practical disinfection aganst surface
"While I never took any
,
. Elihu Root was born at Clinton, N. Thi I
in contamination
,ii;,rK,f,,i -- Hr
1845.
on
"The Jdis'inct)n. between fumiga-ence- s active hand in politics before
Y.,
has' been a great favorite vith audi-- 1
February 15,
Graduated from Hamilton College,
all alone the ,ir.i:it. Both c fl1!0" .an.d disinfection must be kept suffrage was granted to wohe was admitted to the bar when only these artists
have smleriii 1 nersnnali- - clearly in mind, terminal fumigation men, I have lately become
22 years old, and at once opened of
measles and certain frail ami
their material is r.f the aureJ
tinn,l
interested in a movement to
fices in New iork City.
fire variety. Leanard and Germaine!ho,'trlived viruses is not necessary
send a woman representative
...in
nrA rurmermore, gases sucn as iormaiue
Interested in Politics.
vn..it
re uncertain in practice, and to congress from New MexHis practice grew rapidly. He took Dance" pet that 'is a perfect gem of;h'de
unov.c mmm.
considerable interest in politics and its kind. Thev are talented artists andl'"Y
ico. My choice for this place
"Terminal fumigation during re
Riit-- t
Hi,
.i.'i,i
served as a delegate, and several times thai.
is Mrs. Otero-Warreo f
I133
as
cent.
a
Is
disparaged
'e.ars.
as
Coleman
a
billed
other
merely
as chairman, of conventions and
Fe.
measure
Santa
because
has
health
it
nrl
Mimic."
public
Hi
imitations
"Vhi..t1r
gatherings of a political character
effect upon the control of com
pvrpntinnallv lifplik and entr- but, during the early part of his camunicable diseases and the cost of
"Mrs. Warren is well
reer, held no public office with the tninincr. I,rnnk and Mas Collins en--Ai such 'disinfection'
appears to be dis
ti,io,t
i. Uvir pr.ntrihi.Hnn
exception of that of United State
known
to
the
benefits."
throughout the state;
large
iscrammed
with
Musical
proportionately
1885.
1883
It
to
Melenge."
district attorney from
In practical disinfection a certain
she has held positions of pubIn 1899 he finally accepted a cabinet tuneful numbers that should appeal to
amount of penetration is almost al
lic trust, appointive and elecpost, that of secretary of war in Pres- every class of audience.
ways called for Gaseous substances
ident McKinley'a official family, and
is now school superintive,
bp dpnpndpfl nnnn tn nnnptrnto
in 1905, after McKinley's death, ho her of the commission of international cannoh
tendent
of Santa Fe county
at
all.
have
the
merest
They
only
Presi
became secretary of state under
oi me surtaee action.
at
ine
invuauuii
and
member
wnicn,
junsis
of the state
retained
he
dent Roosevelt, a position
The firm of Johnson & Johnson has
league of Nations, reported the plan
child welfare board. In all
until 1909. He left the cabinet to adopted
a permanent court of in- a well established reputation.
for
It is
enter the United States senate, serv- ternational
to see them resort to of these positions she has met
justice, and represented
ing until 1915, when he went back to the United States, as its commission disappointing
with conspicious success. She
such means of exploiting their formal
the law.
at the Limitation of Armaments dehyde generator.
er,
a tireless worker for the
was
all
He took, throughout
this period, Conference in
Washington.
enfranchisement
and afterward, a keen interest in inof women
Liked by Latins.
ternational relationships, in the peacein this state, and her efforts
made
Mr.
In
Root
between
the
ful adjustment of differences
in securing the passage of
various
great powers' conflicting tour of the South American republics
educational, child welfare
is
America
and
to
Latin
directed
movements
claims and in all
throughout
and other beneficial legislatoward the prevention of future wars. this day perhaps the best known and
To recall all these activities in de- best liked among contemporary states
tion have been successful and
tail would take too long, but to men- men of any northern land
effective.
Mr.
Nobel
was
the
awarded
Root
member
was
tion a few of them, he
a
in
1912,
of
peace prize
of the Alaska boundary tribunal
He was the author of several books,
'Now that women have
1903; was counsel for the United
States in the North Atlantic Fisheries chiefly upon legal topics, and his list
the
priviledge of the ballot
Arbitration and became a member of of university degrees and of the lnstr
and
cheerfully take their
director
which
a
was
tutions
or
he
in
the permanent court of arbitration at
part of the burden of a poliThe Hague in 1910; headed the spe- trustee would fill the greater part of
tical campaign, I really think
cial diplomatic embassy from the a column.
In 1878 he married Mials Clara
United States to revolutionary Russia
it no more than just that they
in 1917, and in 1921 served as a mem- - Wales of New York City.
should have a fair
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"melts in your mouth,"
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then you get the deleo
table gum center.
And with Wrigley's three old

standbys also affording friendlyaid to teeth, throat, breath, appetite and digestion.
Soothing,
thirst-quenchin-

Making the next cigar
taste
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Papa Shows Little Jacqueline
How to Make Up

.

the

1

,
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Meant to Wear
On the Links

CARPENTIKR. whn uwmi tn l nuite as DOOUlar in til
"movies" as if he'd beaten Jack Dempsey. Instead of Just tlw
.
way about. Is geen here explaining to bis little daughter. JaoflWllnW
the right way to "make up." Georgeg is in costume for his put " l
8tftrt Blacjiton's aim. the "Gipsy Oftvalier."
""I

?

GORGES

SENATOR

RfeJlnQS

f

represen-

IHlfHll

tation on the state ticket.
Mrs. Warren has not announced her candidacy, and
I am making this statement
wholly unknown to her."

ilif"'''i!'lil.TI

1

Useful to Business

It was this same knowledge
of her useful public service and
conviction of her ability to ably
serve this state in a wider field
that led hundreds of Mrs

Enterprises
1J

t

i

The record of the McKinley County Bank
shows that it has been useful to business
interprises. It is always ready to meet the

ENDORSED

Tk
n
ti r i
l
able action of Governor M. C. mw- -J
taken within one week
strike was declared in this
New
,WJ
April, in sending the
Uv
troops to Gallup to protect
contina
the
property ana insure
'
of coal mining in this State,
cussed by Senator Bursum just
the adjournment of CongreM mg
United States senate, a"
r.jj.

d

l.lI "3

elT.TLeL
omuls

ulftlkeT?itllm8'

?!

le'

Mr.

bS?!.

no W
We

JJ

lie been
percent
friends to urge i. Ji;" :2 ?,1.a?TrbVt scn()o1 h
tting a hundred
anil more.
nroduction
normal
realy
.ici
cn
l wi
uu nis areams.
L
her to become a candidate for
r
j nm Ne
congress, while this same un
"V
wn- em
derstanding of her capacity for
we oa
.nrat.
ine reason wny ""..;"C..
beet
have
to do so is that we
useful service in Washington
aiuHieneu iooks he realizes
,
ate in having a biaya
brought her a nomination by he is left behind.
which has had the ability (
'",
in
"."
the peace. The trouble
her party convention that was Frank and Mae
Collins,
try has been that in place
Instrumentalists in Musical celebrated
practically unanimous.
MelaTge. coal, people have been engagea
,
--

legitimate requirements of its customers.

MECHEM

School days certainly have
changed
poor Fido's life, somehow. He's not
the happy purp he used to be. Most
every morning you will find he's pulling off a row-ansay, he's getting
peevish as can be.
His master, litle
Tommy, is too
young to understand. He thinks per-tn- e
dog is growing old. He's tried to
treat him kindly, with a fating
hnd ':eommenaea an.Q.
and when this failed b'a
co scold.
tuHiLioiiBuii
im
other states.
But Fiiln Simnlv Ions imnnJ onA several
,,
whines the live long
"i
day. The

Otero-Warren- 's

i

,
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M&nieyCountyBank
Galli h NeutMexico
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tS golf fiult ot awning atrlpes,
in navy blue and white, is one
of the latest Paris creations.
It's a stunning looking garment.
So much so that, warn by a pretty
girl, it might fairly be expected to
take the mind of a rival player m
man, of course quite off hie yni'r

".u

ul tJ

i
There hs. T.
inn.
the part of tne
on
lack
of
ability
air. Collins was the leader of
one of governments to make it
Leanard and Germaine are a clever
Amas8ador orchestras, coal, a lack of ability to
thi
TUS
of
whose
abildancing experts
pair
made such a
No industrial controveW
ity in the art of terpsichore have no
0n the Victor Phonographs! peace.
be settled on the basis olt
limit. I hey wear some classy wardwas featured in this or- are unable to preserve
robe, their offering is of a lively nather famous Guerrini you
ure and will prove a popular one.
until
Accordian as well
-- JL
Jazz music will not stop
At the Rex Theatre Sunday.
phones.-- At
the Rex Theatre
better.
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JOSEPH GURNEY CANNON

lC1

ANNOUNCEMENTS

he was not an extremely
old

man. He was, in fact, up to the

ted

ewl'

life.

?hPJi,"5ith-tw-

51

be

CSv.g

sat

in the House of

and

Washnton,

SttU?19li
.h.ir enP

fr""

breaks of
"P
tj?
second only
now to that of

runce

wields the gavel, far
"Inortant than today, by
2S? powr which, under the
of .the
Presiding officer
excercised
gte, branch of Congress
was born at
fi Cannon
JJJffi
C, in 1836, but changed
very young
SSSto Dlinoii towhen
the bar of his
admitted
22
years old
only
MVate when office
was that of
Public

RSt

?1

ffi,

V

Trt
JLvXrney

of Vermillion
he held from 1861 to 1868,
1873 he was sent to Congress,

5i

coun-fhic-

h

His Habitual Cigar
In appearance he was picturesque
His figure was lean and angular. His
face was shrewd. His upper lip was
smoothly shaven but his under jaw
bristled with a short, white beard,
worn in
War style. A cigar
usually projected, with an aggressive
upward tilt, from a corner of his
mouth.
In conversation he was picturesque,
too witty, original
and epigrammatic in the turn of his phrases.
He was a "stand-pate- r
for his
party, perhapsjbut he was a "standpatter" for his country as well. "What
do I think of America!" he repeated
one day, in answer to an interviewer
in the face of some unpromising situ-tio- n
which he evidently thought made
a very hopeful response an impossipre-Civ- il

held his seat

he

inuously
It wa in
choice of the

1903 that he was the
Republican majority for
d
a capacity, in which he
de-funtil, with his
he lost both the speakership and
in his political
for the second time
and
oreer, his own place in Congress,
r
period
Ktired for. another
111.
b his home town of Danville,
Despotic But Genial
"Uncle Joe" had helped in 1800 to
"Reed
grift what were known as the
Rules" of the House of Representatives and it was in accordance with
this ironclad code that he directed the
House's deliberations during most of
his term in the presiding officers

(Gallup Herald Special).
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Hood have returned from (heir vacation, while they
wtre away they took in LI I'aso and
other points of interest.
Miss Cornilia Alexander

her sister, Mrs. Steve
this week.

Vide

is visiting
in Galup

Mrs. Bi-Wilson of Gallup fcpent
in
Gibson visiting
Mrs.
Monday
George Gardner.
Mr. Oscar Martin, of Heaton took
in the Indian celebration at Gallup
last week.
The Base Ball boys are planning to
give one of their famous dances in the

near future.
Mr. Sam

Dranenil

is

helping

to

carry the children back and forth to
school, until the big truck arrives.
Mrs. Judge Holtry is leaving for
the week.
El I'aso the first
The Altar Society is preparing for
a Bazaar in the very near future, they

4
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JOSEPH

I

r xfvt
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GURNEY CANNON

dak

Though out of
the speakership,
"Uncle Joe" was
from considering
himself out of politics by reason of his

far

betting at the polls and in 1913 he
ftme back for another series of terms
wting up to 1921 when, at the age

86, he admitted himself beaten, not
t the polls, but by the remorseless
pilling up of the years.
"Untie Joe" Cannon was a Repub-- n
of the old "stand-pat- "
school.
By hit political opponents
he was
poken of frequently as a "reactions'!" which probably realy meant no
ore than
that, as he grew old, such
ttsnges as he may have undergone
n his ideas did not keep pace with
ttanges in the times. This did not
however, that, in most respects,
rf

will have all kinds of fancy work as
well as aprons.
JVlr.
and Mrs. Chas. Gunten, of
Navajo took in the Indian celebration,
as well as visiting old friends in Gallup last week.
Mr. Paul, mechanic at the garage,
has been confined to the house for a
few days on account of illne.-s- .
Mr. Wm. Porter is able to be out
and attending to his duties as coal
,
inspector.
Mrs. Ed Jones is much improved,
and is home again, from St. Mary's
Hospital, where she has been for the
past month.
Mr. and Mrs. Francis Bergertoii,
who have been resident of No. 5 for
the past year, have left for Jerome.
Ariz., where they .expect to locale.
Tony Clark, Jr.. of Shaft No. 5,
who was operated on at St. Mary's
hosnital, will be able to go home this
week.
The Four Hundred Club was entertained by Mrs. L. W. Isak at No. 5
Among the guests
mine Thursday.
were the Mesdames Walkes, Baxter,
Sonne,
Trobridge, Dickorson, Nolan,
and Mrs. Earl La Faunt of Gallup.
The little son of Mr. and Mrs. John
Pitts, who has been quite sick is very
much better.
Mrs. Geo. Gardiner spent Monday
in Gallup with friends.
Gringo Hopkins sister from
has been visiting him for
Albu-querq-

several days.

ra.
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IT"

cannot
It never

wastes
And it
is more economical in first cost

and last.

Lytona!

hi

JOHN W. IIENDR1X Pastor

ure trip combined.
Mrs. James Brown,

who underwent
an operation at St. Mary's Hospital is
home.
improving, and will soon be
Mrs. Minnie Akers, of Shaft No. 5,
was visiting her sister Mrs. McNulty
Sunday.
Gladvs Hunnar, who is a patient
in St. 'Mary's Hispital is very much
.
improve d.
m
Mr. Hottinburg, who has been
transferred
been
has
the Gallup office,
to the Weaver office.
f Roswcll is one
Mr
of the new clerks at No. 5 office. out
Johnnie Wall and wife were
duck hunting Sunday, and returned
with sixteen ducks.
Tiltoli
The Gardner family, and Mrs.
took in the tennis games Sunday. have
Mr. Webster, with his son,
b.bson.
boon visiting in Gallup and
. tai
Mr. Webster being one of the
tennis players.
..I
Mrs. George Gardner, Mrs.
M s.
Mrs Mark Lano and TheoMrs.
with
dinner
took
Hamilton
bald in Gallup Wednesday.,
thnty-tw- o
Mrs. Chas Kettle
Mrs
afternoon.
children Saturday
tamed the
enter
Lane
Mrs.
and
Snider
them
children with music and taught
.

M. Sully and his

secretary,

K.ta
Mr Cross, returned to Santa
by
accompanied
were
onerland, they
r
and
Mr. and MrsS. D. Ackeroyd

ttfl

Florencio V. Montar.o and family,
visited in Albuquerque
during the
week.
o

Edward Ward, ukv 14, was struck
bv an auto Monday and received in-- i
iuries, but not serious. The car was
being driven by Mrs. ( has. W. Kavis,
and the nervous shock to Mrs. Davis
was more serious than to the boy.
Eye witnesses said that the accident;
was absolutely unavoidable, that the
jboy ran out from behind another car
and could not be seen by Mrs. Davis.

'

REX PROGRAM
FOR NEXT WEEK
SUNDAY
VAUDEVILLE
Herbert Rawlinson in
DON'T SHOOT
Lloyd Hamilton Comedy,
WEEKLY NEWS.
Prices Matinee 10 and 35c
25 and 55c
Evening

STEPHEN

B. DAVIS,

Jr.

Republican Candidate for
United States Senator.

W

Inton and family are pleasantnew home at No.
ly located in their
6
M?se' Wm. Longhurst was in from
Mr'.

v.s.tmg
the ranch at Whiteof Water,
the week.
Mrs. Lane the first
LeoM
Mrs. James Snider and
nard Gruber were in Gallup Tuesday,

looking over the

Fall

styles.

THE SEASON'S SMARTEST HATS
The new models are the most becoming ones for several seasons.

CHIC TAILORED HATS
of the newest and loveliest materials
with novelty ornaments.
MORE ELABORATE

Hemstitching and Picoting

Trimmed

most attractively

HATS FOR DRESSY OCCASIONS
Mail Ordera Promptly Filled

SUMMERS MILLINERY

AND BEER
The 18th amendment to the Constitution of the United States provides:
"The manufacture, sale or transportation of intoxicating liquors
is hereby prohibited."
In the face of this prohibition it is
futile to talk of legislative permission
to traffic in light wines, beer, or 'any
other liquor which is, in fact, intoxicating.
Constitutional restrictions cannot be
defeated by legislative declarations,
nor nullified by subterfuge.
STEPHEN B. DAVIS, Jr.

In Command of

Turk Army

South Carolina has no divorce Uw,
TVinrkpt.
Ouiet" headline.
husbands must
Yet, there is a big noise about boll so insurance rates for
be terribly high.
weevils around some.
A good rule works both ways, so
Ostriches are being sent by parcel
the sale you
post now, but the stork continues to when you do not spill
will not have a fuss.
go a9 he pleases.

MONDAY
Repeating

SI

N DAY

PROGRAM

TUESDAY
Charles Kay in
TWO M1NI TES TO GO
LEHERMAN COMEDY
A GAME LADY

V'vlj
"i 4

-

WEDNESDAY
Repeating
TUESDAY'S

PROGRAM

41
I'AHHA..
KKMAL
MUSTAi'l here. If commander of
Ihe Turkish army which drove
from Asia Minor
the Oreok foif-4'and threatens thej
look Smyrna
pence of the near east Kemal Is
soldier hul lacks Ihe re
sources for a formidable campaign
If RuHsia back him. however, he
may cause trouble which w liabl to
very hard to stnj
A

FRIDAY
Repeating
FASCINATION

SATURDAY
J. P. McGowan in

HILLS OF MISSING MEN
Educational Two Reel Comedy,
WEEKLY NEWS

VAUDEVILLE
PROGRAM
Leanard and Germaine
NOVELTY SONGS AND
DANCES

Bert Coleman
WHISTLER

AND

MIMIC

Frank and Mae Collins
A MUSICAL MELANGE
Almond and Hazel
SUMMER TO WINTER

w

Closed Car Luxury Unsurpassed

2195

beauty and richness unexcelled by any
closed car mark the new Buick seven passenger sedan.
Lengthening the body, lowering the top and raising
hood and radiator have improved the streamline
appearance made possible by the long wheel base and
added attractiveness has been given by the handsome
head and cowl lamps.
nickeled drum-typ- o
The roomy Fisher built body i9 furnished in rich plush.
Deep cushioned seats for five with two comfortable
folding chairs accommodate seven grown persons with
ample room for everyone.
The chassis has been improved materially and its easy
new rear spring susriding qualities heightened by aValve-in-Head
Buick
famous
engine,
the
In
pension.
changes also have been made to increase dependable
yei ibrmance.
In every detail of body, chassis and power plant, this
Sedan has no superiors among closed cars of even
greater price.
A dignified

THURSDAY
Mae Murray in
FASCINATION
Snub Dollar Comedy
IN DAYS OF OLD

Tin Standard of Comparison

The 1923 Six Cylinder Seven Passenger Sedan

-- o-

A

FAIR INDEX

s,s-U-

The Pittman family are moving
to Navajo.
from the old Heaton mine
oi
Mr Tom Brown and brother
the Mark
dinner
with,
took
Dawson
familv Saturday evening.
LTrs Clarence Uland and mother
wee.
took i i the Grand Canyon last
da..Bhter
Mrs Steve Videl and baby of this
visited her mother, Tuesday

j

METHODIST CHURCH

Mr. Crokett left for San Francisco,
California, on a business and pleas-

g!MrSJ

Bake with

again."

THE SPEEDER

.

i'vx

5

Mrs. Kudy Hummes was in camp
on
Wednesday shopping and calling

friends.

oooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooc;

LIGHT WINES

GIBSON NEWS NOTES

at

two-yea-

LUMBER, HARDWARE, BUILDING
MATERIAL, MINE SUPPLIES, PAINT,
GLASS, CEMENT, PLASTER

"Worship. Is Preparation for Service."
John Balok Jr., was here Mondey
9:45, junior church worship with a
beautiful juvenile film on "Little Red from the Zuni mountains.
Riding Hood."
10, church school with classes for
all, including Young People's Group
under the direction of Principal Chas.
B. Redick, and the Adult Group under
the leadership of Mrs. Lillian Wilson.
John Wanamaker said: "Know your
Bible." You will learn and gain not
only knowledge and wisdom of the
highest business value, hut you will
profit otherwise beyond comparision.
A conscientious study of the Bible will
open up a new world to you new
vision, give you understanding, answer your questions, solve your prepaying problems, and give comfort
and encouragement that no other book
'.
is competent to give you!"
sermon
a
with
11, morning worship
by the pastor on "Knowing What You
varieties of exKnow." "Fifty-seve- n
cuses for absence from church may be
boiled down to the single strange delusion that primary concerns should
of course give place to secondary
ones." Holmes.
7:.'!0, "Worth While" Service. We
will have a splendid five reel drama
entitled: "Cy Whittakers Ward, ' featuring Shirley Mason as the star.
Miss Bartlett who visited Europe this
5
Xl
past summer and saw several performances of the Passion Play, will
give the address of th eevening on
"The Passion Play" and will have
pictures of it as well. This should
prove of exceedingly great interest.
The general public is most cordially
invited. "Come once and you will come

cont-

until 1911.

EDWARD HART

o

bility.

1

1893

Tim

boy-hoo- d

"I think she's a h
of a success."
ability, his forcefulpea.
Hihii witty tongue made him con-"- ii
It was a characteristic opinion,
once.
expressed.
ffiSreSertion until 1891, when, characteristically
"Uncle Joe" received 58 votes for
the Republican presidential nominaK-- met defeat, only to wipe out tion in 11(08.
fine style
He married Miss Mary V. Reed tf
temporary reverse in
"fothMWceeding
election, two years Canfield, O., in 18.52.
hrrom

UNUSUAL "WORTH WHILE"
SERVICE SUNDAY NIGHT
AT CONGREGATIONAL

The "WORTH
WHILE"
Service
For Those Who Worship
Sunday night at the Congregational
At Gallup Churches
Church in Christ will have two features, either of which, alone, would
be a real attraction. The fiist is the
SPIRIT
five reel screen drama entitled: "Cy
CHURCH OF THE HOLY
Whittakers Ward," featuring Shirley
Mason. The story hinges around the
(Episcopal)
contest between an unscrupulous poliREV. A. J. G. DOWIE, Rector
tician and a retired sea captain who
has returned to settle in his
Holy communion, 8 a. m.
home. Cy Whittaker takes pity on an
Church school, 9:45 a. m.
11 a. m., morning
prayer and ser- unexpected guest in the person of
little Emily (Shirley Mason) who was
mon.
to be sent to an orphan asylum. The
7:30 p. m., Evensong.
second feature will be an address by
BAPTIST0 CHURCH
Miss Bartlett on "The Tassion Play.
Miss Bnrtlptf imirtwl Fnrnna thia nnat
REV. V. U. CLARK, Pastor
summer and saw several performances
oi the famous play at Oberamerguc
Bible school, :45 a. m.
and will describe it and tell of her
Morning worship, 11 a. m.
imnrpKflions. Sho will hnvo
Evening worship, 8 p. m.
add to the interest.
"Come thou with us and we will do too which will
I his, together with the film of the
thee good."
evening, should prove to be of exceptional interest.
CHURCH IN CHRIST
Me "WORTH WHILE"
Services
begin promptly at 7:30 p. m. and are
(Congregational)
LEWIS A. STARK, Minister
open to the general public.

States for as long last, very young, indeed, for his years
Cannon "Uncle Bodily, he was as active, when long
W1
to the politi- - past 80, as most individuals three
Aw.?known
two full genera- - decades his junior, and for mental
5j
he hud few equals in public
loncer, as feneration. alertness

u

PAC2

The league of nations has been
asked to indorse a proposal under
which "foreigners with more than five
years residence and possessing any
trade or profession would attain
citizenship automatically in the land
of their domicile, although always
retaining their original nationally.
The resentment occasioned by the German Empire provision for dual citizenship of its subjects abroad gives
a fair index of the manner in which
nations would receive
this modification of the common treatof citizenship. New York
ment
Herald.
Cancellation of war debts would not
help to make the world crazy for
peace. Toledo Blade.

Fourteen Modeltt
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Psi. Roncliter, $885) S1395
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The Buick Line for 1923 Comprise
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TO INVESTIGATE THE CHARGES
Next Monday State Auditor Whittier will examine into the
record of the assessor's office as to the charges made by the
nentral Committee wherein an
r.ir:i rmntv
MVwu'v
vvmmj namnrraUp our
to
that
county officials are showing
show
was
made
attempt
ana
favoritism as to uemocrauc
Kepuum.au i
and his central committee
Hannett
T.
A.
made
as
by
charges
nature.
...t.inf end
The Gallup Herald demanded that this investigation be
Mchem directed that State Auditor
ha Snvaatiimrirtn. A. T. Hannett has let it be
wkiui..
known that he has no confidence in Mr. Whittier. This is
Hannett'a misfortune. Because of this question of confidence
in Mr. Whittier by Hannett, County Clerk Kouse aaaressea an
ooen letter to Hannett, advising him that the county officials
mc
have no-- objection to any responsioie auunor utvesugaiuig
.rAa UonnoH'a rpnlv tn Mr. Rouse is very evasive.
bnt repeats that the county officials are a bunch of crooks, or
fa words to that meaning, in words plain enough to be understood Hannett says that the county officers are serving ONE
MAN Gregory Fage.
It is time to call Hannett's hand. The people of McKmley
and
county are entitled to know the truth of Hannett's charges,
timo will va MnnHnv. Oetnher 9. to look into the records and
see just what the records say not so much as to what Hannett
aai-inii-

-

JUST A BLUFF: One of Gallup's most enthusiastic and
hardest working Democrats, evidently feeling pinched over
the fact that State Auditor was going to investigate the charges
as made by the McKinley County Democratic Committee, that
favoritism was being practiced by the Republican county officials as between Democratic and Republican tax payers, came
into The Gallup Herald office to tell the editor that The Herald's demand for an examination as to the charges was simply
a bluff on the part of the Republicans. This same man is so
believe the
steeped in hatred for Republicans that he wouldn't
truth even if sworn to by the President of the United States.
The Gallup Herald has no time for such stupid Hannettized

TOM CtTT. W. Y, AND CHICAGO. ILL.
MEMBER OP NEW MEXICO PRESS ASSOCIATION
Editor and Manager asses.
A. BYUS

SGE

,

122

a

Hart Schaffner
&Marx

Clothes

CALLED: The open letter of County Clerk C. M. Roiise
to A. T. Hannett as published in our last week's issue called
VinnH trnnrl nnrl nlonfv
The letter of Mr. ROUSe has
been printed in folder form for general distribution, and if any
citizen tails to get one, can on me acijuuu-ca- n
good
Central Committe, J. W. Chapman, chairman, and get a
Derson that
rnv Thflt letfer will ponvracp nnv
there are no objections on the part of any of the county offi
cers to any one inspecting or examining tne county recorus.

66

lair-mind- ed

fair-minde-

d

It was very noticeable that the
DIDN'T MENTION:
name of Senator Bursum wasn't mentioned during the Jones-Hink-

mm

Where did you get it?"

le

speaking. The speakers were aware that the mere
mention of the name of Bursum would have produced a great
aDDlause. and thev kent awav from Bursum. It i3 time to
elect another Republican to the Senate, another" one who will
and can accomplish something for Pew Mexico. Jones is only
a hindrance to Bursum not a help.
NO USE: A. T. Hannett says: "No use for an audit of the
county records at this time. Democrats will take over all the
county offices January 1, 1923. and at that time there will be
a complete audit of all records." Pin this in your hat, then
watch the returns on November 7.

WANTED: One more Republican who will accept a
State Auditor Whittier has invited Hannett to be present place on the county Democratic ticket. There i3 a vacancy on
at the examination 01 the records, ah tax payers are invueu that ticket, and as they want the best men possible, they are
still looking for another Republican to fill that vacancy.
The county records are public property.
The Gallup Herald will publish the findings of Mr. u hitt
ier's examination.
RACE HATRED : The following remarks were made by
a
Democrat: "It is time McKinley county went DemoGallup
PROOF OF THE PUDDEN: As evidence that Senator cratic. This is a white man's country, yet niggers and Mexi
Jones has done something for New Mexico. A. T. Hannett pro- cans are allowed to go to school with the white children. If
duced "proof of the pudden" by saying that "Republicans claim I hadn't been a Democrat before coming to Gallup, the fact that
but I can state
that the Senator has done nothing for his State,him
Mexicans go to school with white children here
some 1,200 niggers and
I
written
have
been
Senator
he
has
that since
me a Democrat.
made
would
And we can add: That
have
or 1,500 letters and have received an answer to every one of the rank and file of Gallup Democrats do not make any disthem. My stenographer is still counting up tne letters, ana no tinction between Mexicans and
with them,
manv more we will find." Of course this was an all Spanish blooded people are Mexicans. Democrats in Gal
tUinr howHull
nn tha nnrt nf Hannett. but he wanted to sav
....tSofi.!
lup are exactly like Democrats m Koswell give them the
n
'something that would take as much of the Senatorial glory
and our
power
people would be segregated
n fmm Jnnsa ns nnssihle. and this was his wav of doing it. in schools,
in restaurants, in barber shops and in society gen
Voters should remember this. It is time to vote for and elect erally. Any
n
who is so blind as to not be
another United States Senator who will put in his time
able to see this does not deserve any sympathy if he or she votes
besides answering A. T. Hannett's letters, a3 Senator the Democratic ticket and bring about conditions in New Mex
Jones said: "I sometimes have as many as eight stenographers ico as they are in Arizona and in Texas.
aays.

Spanish-America-

When the fellows say
that about your clothes
they mean more than
just the cut and design
They also see the style

If rou're planning

hunting trip, or an
silting of any kind
let ua ihow you the

neatat

moccasin-to- e

high laced boot you've
een f 10.00

in the character of fine
fabrics in the expert
tailoring.

Prove to your wife or
mother how thoughtful you are by taking
her a pair of Hole-; we
Kroof itockinga
them in lisle,
ilk, wool, or lilk and
wool 76c to $3.50.
he'll appreciate them
ahe
know
beeauM
they're good.

You can't get the best
style without all those
things. We have them
for you in

Hart Schaffner & Marx
clothes

ns

They Look Costly

But They Aren't

Spaaish-America-

$35.00 TO $55.00

Spanish-America-

doing-somethin-

answenng.letters.

THAT SHADOW: In introducing Senator Jones at the
Strand Theatre Tuesday night, A. T. Hannet took a fling at
Secretary Fall. He did it because ne couian i get away irom
rnfl anonnnw nr i trHtfiirv stay e Liiaiv Diiauvvv mat iuiiw r mm
every minute of his time. Hannett tried to say that Fall has
done nothing for New Mexico except approve of the sale ot a
certain tract of land because Gregory Page owned an interest
in that land. UI course nanneit.is so smau in comparison wun
Fall that he couldn't fit in Fall's ve3t pocket, yet his egotism
would dare take a fling at Fall in making his introductory of
Senator Jones, and he couldn't keep away from the shadow of
Gregory Fage.
The Democrats are complaining about
YES GUILTY:
schools
and roads. They promise to cut down
cost
of
the high
the high cost of schools and roads. Mr. Hinkle, their candidate
for governor, and the rest of them following in Hinkle's trail,
are advocating to cut down the cost of schools and roads.

LEBECK & WYLIE

THE MAILMAN

THE MEN'S SHOP

Up on the frozen shored of the Arctic Ocean, in the Alas
210 COAL AVENUE
kan city of Point Barrow, farthest-nort- h
community on our
over
Amundsen
and
his
continent,
explorers get letters brought
the snow in
by rural mail service.
How that long delivery would astound the mailmen who
carried the first three experimental rural routes in West Vir
ginia, back in iyb!
On October 1 the rural mail service will be 26 years old
An intensely cold and severe winter is oredicted by "Dill
Today there are more than 44,000 rural mail routes, with
delivery service covering a distance of about 1,200,000 miles Altman. traDDr who lives in the woods near Kane, Pa. And
The cost of this service has risen to $86,800,000 a year, from will ge a long winter, with a very late spring, according to trathe 810,000 appropriation that started it in 1896.
pper Altman.
We have done many wise things on a big scale m America
For many years his weather predictions have proved M
but nothing wiser than building up rural mail service.
uncannily accurate that the weather bureau experts in WasOf all factors that have contributed to America s greatness hington frequently write hime for his views.
C A CC TPI I ITS.
Will fVia numncrsfa nlpnso tf11 lis our intricate system ot
The amateur weather prophets now bing heard from, ai
rapid communication easily ranks with
are
cut
gowant
out?
roads
schools
and
They
the
they
just what
customary at this time of year so far have a big majority u
us
which
tell
Please
elected.
of
if
out
some
our
cut
mail
to
of
rural
Without
them,
economics
favor of the "hard winter" prediction.
system
delivery,
ing
would break down, for city and country would be separted
roads and what schools you want cut out.
The Amundsn exploring expedition reports that iceJJ'n:
by a wall of silence. The binding links between the two are ditions in the Artie Ocean are the worst for many years. That
NEW MEXICO: Hinkle prates about the high cost of the letter, the newspaper and the magazine carried by the rural probably is the forerunner icy north winds.
The lucky individual who lives in the warm climate of tie
running New Mexico government. He never says that his mailman.
of
New
cost
the
for
iob.
On
scorchiner
are
or
or
rain
weather
the
Hrifrs
counties
deen
Democratic
high
shine,
south does not worry much about what kind of weather is u
responsible
atnro fnr Vila nnrtkam Kt.nfV.mn Vf
as indispensably important.
Mexico government, nor does he ever mention that New Mexico ot blizzard, he stands clear-crnA wr f pr With COal
cost
to
of
as
states
western
the
of
seven
lowest
is the
stocks low and the price high, would cause much suffering ana
among
business
government no, Mr. Hinkle doesn t mention sucn. ne is a
in northern state. All such things eveniu;
shrewd banker.
are felt in all parts of the country.
HENERY, VWD4T YOU CONNECTED
. .
The neneh crnn is rninoH hv a fma in nne section Slid la
UPTHAT TUDOR LAMP YET ?
BILLY BRYAN: Mr. Bryan took occasion to mention the
ter on the loss is felt in
f
communities in the form of few
Mr. Bryan
hisrh cost of running New Mexico government.
orders from the peach belt.
So it goes in our intricate civilization, the whole eventual
didn't mention that the cost of running New Mexico government is lower than six of her other western sister States no,
affected hv whnt. Vinnnena in oaoVi individual nart. We are B"
Mr. Bryan didn't mention that. He did mention, however, that
terdependent on each other for DrosDeritv and all other fornu
is loaded down with high taxation
his own. State of Nebraska
of happiness.
i. T. L 1.1. : 1,
i
i
eL
and extra nign cost 01 running its estate government, just hum,
he can't
beater at oiatory and fliinl-inninfluence, yet
Bryan is a1. world
T"Vl ara mil af
V in wait
A ...
CI.a
mo
Jllliueilie Ilia UWIl oiaic iv
naj ui miiiw..6. j..v.tv
dog-sledg-

WEATHER PROPHET

TYT

ut

set-bac-

far-of-

m

k -

.'

'

be a reason.

JUDGE DA VIS: Judge Davis stands squarely on the Con
stitution OI tne united Mates jusi wnere every American citizen should stand. Judge Davis says: "Constitutional restrictions cannot be defeated by legislative declarations, nor nullified by subterfuge." Judge Davi3 quotes the Eighteenth
Amendment, as follows: "'The manufacture, sale or transportation of intoxicating liquors is hrby prohibited."
TITR OATH; Evrv officer of the law in the United
States must take an oath to uphold the law. The first line of
every oath so taken reads: "I, do solemnly swear, by the Ever
the Constitution of the United
Living God,.a that I will support
i
n
it
ff
01 tne
law in tne
This is sunicient. fcvery oincer
States.
iuw a nrnViihitinn fiffirpr A s wpll
TTnifofl
other
flu PVPTV
Cfafoa
' "
fcJVO
WO
J UlbVU
kind of an officer. The Constitution of the United States is
our supreme document and every letter of that document should
be respected and eniorced.
m

,

va.,

1

A.1

w

REMEMBER:
That it was The Gallup Herald that made
the demand for an investigation of the charges as made by the
Democratic Central Committee, not A. T. Hannett, nor none

of his henchmen.

BE THERE :

Next Monday ha3 been set for the time for

the State Auditor to look into the charges of favoritism as made

the
by th$ Democratic County Central Committee as against
Republican county officers. The State Auditor has been directed by Governor Mechem to check up on the figures as published by the County Central Committee, such figures claimed
n iuiwwu
to nave oeen xaiten irom me county reuorus.
citizen should be there and see if the charges are true or false.
All truthful citizens owe it to themselves to be there.

vou

don't need

THERE

OUGHT

to use au. the extentionA

TO BE ENOUGH

i To

k

LEFT

1

TO

FX
'

a

I

p

11

IfflJ

j
VJHYKT

youS

la IMS
1
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There is small excuse for any man or woman
being without a bank account. No matter how
small their earnings are every person should
set aside, as a savings, a certain amount every
week.

Budget your earnings and then place a limit
upon .your expenses. In this way you will
always be in a position to deposit a fixed
amount.
We are always ready and willing to use the
great facilities of this bank to help and advise
the ambitious business man or woman.

GALLUP STATE BANK

"TEACH YOUR DOLLARS TO HAVE MORE CENTS"

J

rr. -

THE GALLUP HERALD, SATURDAY, SEPTEKSEEl 7, 1S22
Mr. and Mn. Sidney Boardmen are
the nroud Barents of a fins bov born
on Monday. Mother and son are doing

Gallup News and Happenings

nicely.

AND PERSONALS.

Ur"
'

.

Mauu1

Forms CIom Thursday Night

85.

TaUphoo

ilcDermott, manager

01

Union. Telegraph
. oca! Western
vapation"eft Friday for Los
Mi",
H. R. Harmon, of
while
working as manager
is
away.
McDermott

-

iT &K
fiftto

(Tommy) Cooke, is
San Bernardion and
from
Springs, recuperating
Serious attack of rheumatism.

u.Jth
Stait
2.

JL ,

TfflllEI

Tfinipg
BY CREGAR & COLLINS

luiuiiunu

protected

being

Phone, call or write.
Insurance Agency,
Phone 248.-A- dv.

now."

Co?A,

YiARLATiR

Beatrice Yates has returned
spent visit-- S
pleasant vacation in
El Paso,
and relatives
Clovis, New Mexico.

f

dv.

William Sawyer was absent
work at the City Meat Marhis
tan
week, on account of illness.
this
ket,
Mr.

FOR SALE Household goods, including dininer and bedroom furniture.
beds, dresser, phonograph, range and
heater, utensils, etc. (Jail at bl4 isoutn
Second St.
Mica Vollio Mnwsr has returned
home from her several weeks vacation.

fruit, Mlo lanrPRt and bent Com.
nnnlaa am ranrpapntpd hv this ftlfenCV.
assuring you or prompt and satisfac
tory settlement in case oi toss. nma.
W. Davis Insurance Agency. Phone
248. Adv.

Real Estate is always a

good investment start
in by buying a lot. It
will cause you to thrift-il- y
prepare for the time
when you will build a
house.

Oscar Gosch returned
very enjoyable vacation spent in Kansas City, Albuquer-tyi- e
and Las Vegas.
Mr. and Mrs.
Mondey after a

The Eastern Star met in regular
session on Monday evening with initiations. After business of the meetserved
ing was attended to, lunch was
te the large attendance.
List your

ye

CREGAR&COLLINS

On Thursday evening Mr. and
entertained
W, B. Johnson

Mrs.
Miss
Geaevieve Glass and Mr. Royall Smith
at dinner.

PHONE

138

Born to Mr. and Mrs. Samuel
Mother
great Danoff, on Wednesday, a boy.
is a and son are doing nicely.
Take notice of the number of peo-..- u
tnhn pro tnlfinc their dailv mid
Cafe
day lunches at the Manhattan
and you will come aiong.-n.- uT.

Mr. William Bickle is out on the
The Woman Club met on Wednesmeetreservation on business.
day at City Club for a business
and literary program, a large
ing
Johnny Amo of Zuni, spent the week attendance enjoyed the following
in Gallup visiting friends.
Mrs. Lewis Stark
Selection
The Army Goods
Store for good Original Story
Mrs. Jack 0 Brum
goods. Adv.
Talk on her travels abroad
Miss Agnes Bartlett.
The Sewing Club will meet with
Mrs. Jim Carmen next Wednesday.
APPLES! APPLES! Fancy toJonayou
Mr. and, Mrs. Dewey Dimon, of than's delivered by parcel post
box $1.50 send money order.
Long Beach, are sending out cards
L. F. Sage, Farmington, N. M.
announcing the birth on September
a baby girl.
pro-Pia-

BO-l- b

world famous chef, now in the employ of the Majestic Range Company. He
Prof. Becker is
the
will be in our store every day this week cooking, baking aad otherwise demonstrating on
he
as
each
and
probefore
step
eiplains
the
eyes
your
mixes
He
ingredients
Majestic Range.
He gives out his favorite
ceeds. He explains the theory aad practice of economical cooking.
Clauses.
Becker's
Prof.
Coiking
and
attend
recipes. Come ia

The only exclusive Insurance agency
in Gallup. Chas. W. Davis Insurance
Agency, phone 248. 203 W. Coal Avenue. Adv.
rprptvpii here that a
to bless the
Dewey Dimon,
home of
Mr. and Mrs. Uimon are resident oi
California, and were formerly of this
place.
hao

fT0 COURT HOUSE

The Thursday Club met this week
with Mrs. Arch Robertson. Mrs. W.
Clarke won the prize at bridge.

twenty-sevent-

Prof. Becker, World Famous Chef, Conducts a Cooking
School at L. G. Shanklin This Week

Miss F.lvina A. Khfllinfir is in the
city again, enroute from Hollywood,
Cal., to Philadelphia, and while here
to tfca ffoliuhtfiil cnipst of Mrs.
speaks
John M. O'Brien. Mrs. O'Brien
of Miss H,Deling as me rnuaueipiuu- Calitornia commuter.

rStRVICE THAT C0UNT5"

y

sr

Mrs. Stofer, who is Worthy Matron
of the 0. E. S. Chapter, entertained
ler officers on Friday afternoon.

All this week the famous Majestic range is being demonstrated at the store of LG. ShankUa,
It
recognized distributors in this territory. Many people buy ranges at these demonstrations.
features
various
the
to
attendance
is
tx
plain
in
a
times
that
at
these
is
factory representative
of the ranges, their construction, etc. To induce people to buy their ranges at the demonstration we are giving you your choice of the above set of solid copper ware free with every
Majestic Range purchased this week.

10-7-

Store for good

The Manhattan Cafe feeds a
many people every day there
naton. Adv.

$15.00 Set of Copperware Free With Each MAJESTIC
Range Purchased This Week at the Big Demonstration
Monday. October 9th to Saturday, October 14th

A girl or woman to do
WANTED:
house work in a boarding house.
Apply at the Defiance Coal company,
Mentmore, N. M.

thoroughly investigated
properties.

Tuesday of this week, Judge

Q)

Tho pponilnr lunrrienn nf that Kiwanls
Cluh was hplrl in the npw banauet hall
of the White Cafe on Thursday.

Edmund R. French married Miss Mary
D. Rod-eRiley Borum and Mr William
both of Flagstaff, Arizona.

"For Sale" property with
service. If your price and
terms are right, we do the rest. Cre-gAdv.
Collins.

Mr. and Mrs. Henry McDermott and
little daughter and Mrs. Bob Roberts
left overland for Farmington on

Mrs. J. E. Grayson entertained the
St. Aenes Guild, of the Episcopal

A ' year from now you
may be able to figure
out your loss. Today
you can figure that
you'll make a profit by
investing in some of our

SoT-A-

u for real

cpporami

church, in the Rectory on Thursday.

Alfred Zimmerman was in from
Friday,
c"ins on Thursday and
to business connected with
Ut trading store. .
and
New Method Cleaners, Dyers
i
flitters. All work strictly guaran-Phone
We call for and deliver.

The Army Goods
Adv.
goods.

llif

t

FOR SALE Business bargain, fine
corner, brick, Rlass tront, store
building. Gallup, N. M, Write, V. B.
Clark, Box 464.

Kind

On

wonderful -

BIG THINGS AHEAD FOR GALLUP
See us for bargains in residence
lots, business property or that modern
up to date home before prices advance.
Cregar & Collins, ., 201 S. Second.
Phone 138. Adv.

Mr. Charles W. Davis will leave
Sunday to attend a convention of Insurance Agents to be held at Albuquerque. The convention is called for
Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday.

Today

it
property Is worth having
by. an insur-

c

Mr. J. J. Lee and son, Harold and
Gordon Davis left Monday for a ten
days vacation and bear hunt.

Kpan

ot Mr.Hasandarrived
Mrs.

KaKv

t..o

MENU

has returned
VUMK
from his trip to Des Moines, la., where
u
ffon,i...l th a A. R. National
Convention.
Judge McFie says that
the old U. A. Jv. s were noi auoweu
to pay for anything they wanted while
in Des Moines, and that the convention was one of the most successful
in every respect in the history ot ine
TVini R
...

Mi-Fi- n

2 to 4 P. M. Cookie.. . Lemon, Cnoco-ltCocoanut aad Plain; Jelly Rolla, Spomn
Jumbk. Landjr Fiager.,
Dropa, Drop

TUESDAY

CaltM without
WEDNESDAY. ! to 4 P. M.-EnKi
Ekot, Honey Cake without Honey and Cake.,
Layer
Oolden Cakea. Moonlight Cakea,
,
food, ChocoCake., Devil-Rocky Mountain
late Filling and all kind, ot Froatmga.
DAY Three-Ho2 to 4 P. IH.. BREAD
THURSDAY.
Bread, Rolls, Parker Houae Bum. Erwliah
Croea Bum, Vienna Loave.. Vienna Roll., rin-g- et
Coffee
Boll", Cinnamon Roll.. German
Cakea, a Lout ot Bread that the aun ahiaei
once.
through three times at

organization.
Take a seat at one of
our menu list,
don't find what you want,
we will get it for you.
Cafe. Adv.
look over

Cak,

etc.

our tables,
and if you
tell 113 and
Manhattan

Alexander Brownlee, an old G. A.
member, returning to his home
at San Diego, Cal., from the G. A.
R. Convention at Des Moines, died
na if. nnnrnached
i. ..!.. A fko
Gallup, and the bodyr was turned over
Company,
to the Gallup
and shipped to his home for burial.

I to 4 P. M., PASTRY DAY Pi Cmati
Lemon Filling, Cream PuMe. Chocolate Eclair,
Spuiieh Puff, Necktie., Queen Victoria Afternoon 'ft
Roll., Yellow Macaronic, Eagliah
Puff Put.

FRIDAY.

I to I P. M., MEAT DAY Between
S o'clock
Profeaior Becker will prefor 10 people, all In one pan,
a
dinner
pare
roaat,
In one hour', time, conii.tinc of
aweet petatoea, Irian potatoea, parsnip) with
honey combed drawing, 1 doaea baking powder biacuiu and everything will have ita own
flavor. From S to 4 o'clock Prof. Backer will
lecture on general cooking of meats, .teaka,
fowl, fish, aoupa. Thia lecture will be worth
tlb.QQ to every lady preaent.

SATURDAY,
g

and

R.

L

fin

Und.-rtakinj-

G. SHAMOIN

h,

Richard Graham died at St. Mary
Mrs Homer Powers returned
and the body shipped by the
Hospital,
y
from a visit with her parents in Gallup Undertaking Company to Los
night while up town and suffered Farmington.
Angeles for burial. He was 17 years
a broken ankle. She was claced in St.
of age.
Mary hospital and is doing nicely,
Society of the
considering her injury.
vfhnliaf. r.hureh met with Mrs. Jim
Agency: Equitable Life Assurance
reffular meeting Society.
Afhor th
n
WANTED Stenographer wants delicious refreshments wexe served to
Insurance that insures,
work of mornings. Address, P. 0.
Protection that protects.
number of members who were
a
large
Box 924,
city.
Cregar & Cellins. Adv.
present.
--o
reAll we like sheep have gone astray
Captain W. H. Gillingwater has
Store for good
The Army Goods
have turned every one to his ewi
turned home after a week spent in
wsy. Isa. 53:6.
goods. Adv.
Hot Springs, Arkansas.
in town
Judge Reed Holloman was
business several days

on professional

DO YOU LIKE GOOD HOME COOKED
FOOD?

Eat at

THE CANDY SHOP
REGULAR MERCHANTS' LUNCH
11:30 a. m. to 2 p. m.

SUPPER A LA CARTE

.

5:30 p. m. to 8 p. m.

TRY OUR SPECIAL SUNDAY DINNER
12 noon

to

2 p. m.,

5:30 p. m. to 8 p. m.

WE SERVE

Real Chile and
Hot Tamales

this week.

It i3 our business to please you and
make you feel that you are receiving
Manhattan
the best of treatment
Cafe. Adv.
Mr. and Mr. D. W, Taw returned to
their home ia Albuquerque after a
week spent here attending the Indian

Real Coffee With Whipped Cream

famous far law and order
throughout the Lone Star State.
His election is a foregone concluHe is personally acquainted
sion.
FOR CONGRESS
with every person, every family and
everybody in McKinley county. His
nomination for sheriff was in reponee
w an nIH line Democrat
rf r.Qinua Untie
kind. Dr. Gaines has to the policy of McKinley county Reand capknown John Morrow for thirty years publicans that only qualifiednominated
The Army Goods Store for good and he can t mention one
reason able candidates should be
smgie
Iri hn plpctpfl to Con
goods. Adv.
for county offices.
on the Democratic ticketi Dr.
(Other candidates next week.)
gress
Mr. and Mrs. B. F. Wamsley are Gaines is not a Kepumican, dui a man
home after a pleasant vacation trip who is not afraid of his own convic-- it
find one sinele
ha
to the Pacific coast.
in Morrow's favor he would cer
thing
LOST Gold ring with three diamonds tainly be for him for Congres.
set in platinum. Reward, see NavaI0'7-- 1
jo Curio Co.

Judge
af,fnmVor rwentv-eiehtmar
Shauer,
"l
ried Miss Mary Margaret
b.
Boston, Mass., and Mr. William The
Am.
Miller, of Wiekenburg,
in
young couple will reside
r- v-

In Capital

RUMOR OF OIL

Nice room, Mrs. WamNwtt
sley, 404 Puerto Drive.

FOR RENT

post-offi-

c...

--.

i.--

...

ia

ncnfinu

Commercial Hotel

All through the rainy

ou inm
nll tnr

Wo

vLZ. M7.AdV.

umnnnraT

r-- -

nnrl deliver.
82-6-- tf

rnfTRr.H

TWO ROOM House with sleeping
to 103
porch, on Sunnyside Apply
E. Moloney, or County Clerk's Office
f.

Defiance will
No cold shortage Is expscted this
services at the Methodist church
,
winter.
M.
,..
at U A.
Bunuay.
Rev. Shinn, of

Ft

became

Prettiest Girl

Mr. P. A. Abney, State
for the Indinspector, was in Gallup
remained until
and
Ceremonials,
ian
Coon.
The Army Goods Store for good
Monday as the guest of Perry
Adv,
goods.
On Sunday, Mr. Abney was the guest
one
of the Mariana Gun Club, being
Mrs. Thomas Ortiz, who recently re- - of a
who went out to the
party
.
.
large
Kflnt.A
in
eruint
n,nfi,kn
...
lurneu irum a
lk for the first duck hunting of
Fe was called to Winslow on Thursday the season.
d
on account of the death ot ner grana-chilin that city.
from
T.nvplace.
at
lYirS. Blllia inu
is in Gallup
California,
of
Monica,
the
Santa
Mr. H. I. Marshall, manager
uick jone.
local J. C. Penny store, left Tuesday visiting her brother,
for Salt Lake City where he will spend iirr nrvr ViTIIRE
a month buying new merchandise for
CURE DISEASES
the Penny Store.
of aiding
is a . process
. .. ,
rn
For service that counts insure your Osteopathy
i
(i im (.11
furniture and
OsteO'
U :
trtA
nviefa
,
c.n
Adv.
&
natures
Collins.
auto with Cregar
... .uiavmueijisoca w hanFltl
htHe
patnic pnysician
disease.
the
of
treatment
for
salesman
C. A. Hill, traveling
that point of interference lies
wholesale millinery ., At
Armstrong-Turne- r
. i
Wnrliltlff at that:
in
tne
tuac.
was
irue
Gallup,
of Denver, Colorado,
the condition that
correct
can
millinhe
of
point
line
winter
with an advance
disease to exist and set
the
and
permits
Friday.
ery, on Thursday
nature free to begin the healing procarried on before
of
Albuquerque, cess that must be
Mr. Tom Donahay,
well.
become
can
the
several
body
days
business
for
is in town on
UK.

r

JHON MORROW

h,

Justice-of-the-Peac-

and vacationing.

Ceremonials

Cheer Up:
season tauten

Sandwiches and Hot Drinks at All Times

FURNITURE

HARDWARE

Mrs. A. C. Raillard had the misfortune to slip on a banana peel Satuur-da-

AT SHIPROCK
Otis, mail driver between
rl
Gallun. while in
Gallup Monday received a telegram
from his wife at Farmington, saying:
"Oil discovered but not tesieo.
A. A. Schaefer of the White Garage
also received a telegram from his
friend, G. Swanson at Farmington,
here.
saying: "Great oil excitement
Nr. other authority for the rumor
can be learned.
.
E.

E.

4?

vs

BOB ROBERTS NOMI- NATED FOR SHERIFF
Bob Roberts, one of thobest and

K

Si

most favorably known peace officers
the
of the west, has been nominated on McRepublican ticket for sheriff of
civcu
iwoens
Jir.
county.
Kinley
ter- McKinley county as sheriff during

7

:.;.

.1
Statehood
nnrl whnn
Antra
came in 1911, he, continued in Jhat
years, imbi reo- -capacity for several
reShArff MrCamartt
v,n'
in...
runiy
signed, Mr. Roberts received the ap
term 01 air.
pointment to nil out tne
sher- and roaln hn became
-lukvaiiinuv,
rnuntv.
Mrlfinlow
Mr. Roberts
itt n
is a sheriff. No one ever questions
his ability to serve the people as sheriff. He is fearless in the discharge of
hniif the duties
"Who is
of sheriff irrespective of what-not.
Who," color, race, creed, or
R, L. Roberts, comes from a fam
ily of public oinciais. An uncie. vauu
Roberts, was for many years CapUin
of the Texas Rangers, ana as such

"
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THE GALLUP HERALD, SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 7, 1922
United States have never voted him
their confidence as a legislator there
must be a reason.
Yet, he comes to New Mexico to
IN GALLUP
advise the people to vote for A. A.
Jons return Jones to the United
Thi Honorable William Jennings States Senate.
Bryan, America's most noted orator,
and the world s greatest commoner,
THAT ADDITION TO

WILLIAM

D. iVD LLOYD CSOItCE
.

f

J

1

i

'

CavM Uord Gtorm was born in a
to be prime minister of
J KM
to ruiM nil country a des
Cirorr" t2 period of greatest
aw u a J per mstoqr.
L.a
cf Welsh parentage but
it aaw & lfht in 1863, in Man-- i

f

--

4

t.

rr

ri

1

his

rster. died

father

wag

a

poor

I

'

r'Ji

lt4
n
irndzinchr.
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REPUBLICAN STATE
TICKET

For the United States Senate
"dissenter4' as
STEPHEN H. DAVIS, JR.
those not of the
San Miguel County
and young David
lpiacoaal
for the House or Kepresentativ
was trained accordingly.
MRS. ADELINA
' The
boy waa educated in the church
Santa Fe County
school at Uanystmdwy and then went
For Governor
M worst in tne oiilce oi a local soiic
C. L. HILL
'for, a lawyer below the rank of bar
Dona Ana County
I star in which is aligned the aris
For Lieutenant-Governtocracy of the profession in England.
EUFRACIO GALLEGOS
At 21 he himself passed the neces-sr- y
Harding County
I
examination and set up as a
For Justice of the Supreme Court
solicitor on his own account
DAVID LLOYD GEORGE.
It I. ISAKNES
Four years later be married Mar- Bernalillo County
Welsh
with
a
whom
Owen,
landed
faret
girl
For Commissioner of Public Lands
breaking up the great English
I e led a very happy domestic life. estates; that old age pensions came
FRITZ MILLER
Two sons and two daughters were into being and, finally, that the House
Santa Fe County
Born to tnem.
of Lords was deprived of its veto For Secretary of State
Sent to Parliament
over
British legislation.
power
J. A. DES GEORGES
"In 1890 the young lawyer waa sent
The Conservatives
disliked
Taos County
to parliament as Liberal member for all this and frankly naturally
hated its. author For State Auditor
Carnarvon.
l.
as an
H1LAKIO DELGADO
In 1905 he became president of the
He was still in the cabinet, how
Fe County
board of trade, a post combining ever, when the World War broke out, For State Santa
Treasurer
something of the American cabinet and in 3915 was appointed minister
O. A. MATSON
.
duties of the secretaries of commerce, oi munitions.
Bernalillo County
labor and the treasury.
his
During
Previously he had been regarded as For Attorney General
tenure in this position several serious something
of a
and during
A .A. SEDILI.0
labor crises arose which he was very the Boer War hepacifist,
was so candid in
Bernalillo
successful in settling,. adding greatly his criticism of British government For Supt. of Tublic County
Instruction
ft; his prestige.
policies and methods thtt several
MRS. MAUDE I1LANEY
In 1W)8 Herbert H. Asquith came times he barely escaped violence at
Lincoln County
into power, through the death of the the hands of
angry mobs. No man For Corporation Commissioner
prem.er, Sir Henry Campbell-Banner-was so vigorous as he, however, in
P. H. HILL
irnn. arm uaviu uoya ueorge was organisation work against the GerRio Arriba County
ted to the portfolio of chancel- - mans. He became secretary of state
r v, the exchequer.
for war in 1916. All along he had
Ai chancellor he had much to do been dissatisfied with what
he conin shaping taxation and it was due sidered the
vacillating mthods of the
mainly to his influence that death Asquith government and finally, beduties and other imposts were enacted fore the end of 1916, backed
the
with the pretty open intention of powerful influence of the lateby Lord
Northcliffe, Premier Asquith was
forced into retirement and David
Lloyd George became prime minister.
As Prime Minister.
The importance of the share which
he took in bringing the world conflict
to a termination successful to the
allies cannot be exaggerated.
Later, with peace restored, he took
a statesmanlike stand, in the interests
of all concerned,
against unduly
tne oeaten uermans in the
matter of reparations and indemnities,
This made him enemies in France and
cost him the friendship, shortly before
the latter's death, of Lord Northcliffe,
who was for a sterner policy, but
Lloyd George, while ready enoiiph to
trim his sails to unimportant shifts
in the winds of popular opinion, was
.not the man to be carried out of his
general course even by a hurricane,
Foot of
However, he coulJ change his own
n
mind when he believed then was
Trouble
to do so. He bepan his political
career as an ardent Liberal even, to
If these is trouble, look under
some extent, the radical that the aristhe surface at the soles of your
i m.
tocracy considered him. He drew toshoes.
wards its close with views so far
altered that he was considered one of
8 defeat in her war with
If you have racking pains
GREECE Is likely lo compel
themselves by many strong
.throughout
your body, don't
King Constantlne'o abdication.
attribute them to rheumatism
Probably he will try to pass the
and other ailments, but look to
scepter to the next in the royal line,
PARENT TEACHER'S
Are your soles
but Ihe Greeks are much more
your shoes.
HOLD FIRST MEETING to set up a republic If so. apt
worn? Are your heels worn
Venlzelns
almost certainly
down on one side?
will lie pretildt-nVemzelos it
The first
meeting
Send them to us. We have
of the north side was held in the lawyer tf years old.
He waa
the most modern and
premier twice, being thrust out the
Washington School building Wednesoecond time upon King ConiUrti.
day afternoon, September 27th. The
machinery in our repair shop,
meeting was opened with a talk by tine'a return from his Aral retire-- '
and thus you may be sure of
Mrs. Beddow. The following officers
menl. caused by hi World War
receiving the utmost satisfacwere elected: Mxs. Fairshipld, presiVeniseloa. Is both capable
polic
tion from your shoes after they
and disinterested.
dent; Mrs. Hodgson,
and Theo. Smith, secretary-treasure- r.
have been repaired by us.
It was decided to spend the money now
in the treasury for story books and
LIFE LINES
to have a ten cent per month memThe
fee.
by H. M. C.
attendance of this
bership
first meeting was so lars-- thnt creat
F. A. MAZZA, Prop.
VninKS are cxpectea during the com
Our furniture is all misplaced, our
ing year.
rugs are off the floor; our home sweet
home is just a total wreck. There's
been a heap of work to do, and then
a whole lot more. And mother, dad
and son have been on deck.

Ea was

a

Baptist a

,

t e cnglnn call
faith
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The Paris Shoe Store and Shop

ultra-radica-

The Only Exclusive Footwear

Place in Gallup.

FIRST CLASS SHOE REPAIRING
Boots and Shoes Made to Order

1

.

Likely Head of.

Greek Nation

ifll
The

the

it

Thomas

was in Gallup Wednesday and while
Corn prices are going the
ST. MARY HOSPITAL
waiting between trains, addressed a
grain.
crowd at the depot.
Mr. Bryan is campaigning eight
Old
debts
be
would
which
Efforts to collect funds with
easy to
States in the interest of Senatorial to erect an addition to St. Mary hospi- it weren't for the new ones.
elections. He has just finished his! tal are
success.
Tag day
meeting with
work in Arizona in the interest of Sen- sales during the ceremonial
netted
Some crabs live in salt, wo..
ator Ashurst, and is now in New Mexi- $825.03. Thanks are expressed to the live in hot water.
co to ask the people to elect Senator
girls and ladies and to all who worked
Jones.
so earnestly in the interest of collect
Why is it a ad to critw,.
Mr. Bryan is a dreamer dreamer
" "umr.
that tund.
t
of a pure democracy. Some thousands ingA call has been made to contrac Half our tiarents
"vuicil,
of years from now the world may be tors to
present plans for a $3,000.00
Don't blow your horn unless ft i.
able to support a pure democracy.
biulding, to be known as the St. Mary on a car.
"
Consequently, Mr. Bryan, nor none of Contagious Hospital.
the people now living will never see
o
a pure democracy.
One doctor says the greatest ltd.
Almond and Hazel in "From SumThe last Uemocratic administration,
kiler is the corset.
act
to
a
offer
mer
Winter",
novelty
headed by Woodrow Wilson, was the
most aristocratic ever at Washington, which keeps the audience highly enThe happiest people don't ride in th.
and
the
same
tertained
at
time, wonand Mr. Bryan is directly responsible
for the Woodrow Wilson administra dering what will come next. The biggest autos,
tion, Mr. Bryan never mentioned that "Snow Storm" is a feature seldom
The first of the month is alwwi
he was responsible for the Woodrow seen so real. (Hundreds were seen to
Wilson administration, nor did he tuck their wraps about them during a day of reckoning.
mention that the Wilson administra- this.) These clever artists furnish the
To set about a iob is fine
tion was the most expensive in the most comprehesive varied program
that cannot fail to interest, amuse and don't set too lone.
history of our government.
At
entertain
the Rex
royally.
He wants Senator Jones returned to
A successful
the Senate simply because Jones is h Theatre Sunday.
man alwv ram
o
Democrat. Mr. Bryan contends that
things, he never walks them.
Democrats are nearer the people than
Ford values the public's good will
Tf ar. iuui wtieii ,1i uorn
are Republicans. The last presidential at 20 millions. Take off about $100,-00ii
every minnfe
election seems to have had no weight
for a man we saw get hit.
the demand would exceed the supply!
on Mr. Bryan. The last presidential
election defeated the Democratic party
by the greatest majority ever voted
airainst the Democrats.
Mr. Bryan never mentions that the
Republican party came into existence
at a time when the fundamental prinShopping
ciples of this government were about
to be overthrown by the Democratic
party. Mr. Bryan never mentions that
Lincoln was the greatest statesman
and democrat in our history, and that
Lincoln was a Republican
an advocate of a representative government.
Mr. Bryan prates about the common
people we are all common people. If
we were not common people we would
not be able to support a common
Comer Coal Avenue and Third Street
government.
This government must be governed
by the intelligence of the people, not
by the rabble of the people.
Word painters and dreamers have
ever held a warm place in the hearts
of all men, but word painters and
dreamers do not make good sound and
safe government managers.
Mr. Bryan served his state one term
in the lower house of Congress. He
has never been able to get to Congress
airain, or the Senate, or to the Presi- -'
dency.
We Wash, Rinse, Blue, Wring and Return to You Damp the
After making Woodrow Wilson pre-- ;
Entire Family Wash
sident, Mr. Bryan was
the hiahj
honor of Secretary of State and he
couldn't hold the jub.
With all of his great power as an
orator, lecturer, campaigner, story
teller and traveler the people of his
own State, nor the people
of the

.

father
when David waa
1
Kith) child and his mother took
1
tack to Wales. To the best of bis
l Jty, an uncle played the part of
a f'jtaer to the boy. This uncle waa the
shoemaker, financially unable
t
a great deal for the lad, but all
I'M at could do toward a good bring'
for little David he did do un
f

ill

I

w

r, vtcra

J. BRYAN

20 lbs. FAMILY WASH
For $1.25
Gallup Steam Laundry

l

PHONE 166.

j

Trade with the

j

occo-jsio-

City

Market

Elea-theri-

Parent-Teacher-

t

s'

AND GET THE BEST MEATS THAT MONEY CAN BUY

te

Prompt Delivery

Hendershott & Sawyer

CITY ELECTRIC
SHOE SHOP

--

feed yourS
the
to
COWS

1.

After You've Fed Your Summer Straw Hat
to the Cows

FEED YOUR FACE
at the

WHITE CAFE
Costs You Less and You Get the Best

You'd never know our family,
dressed up the way they've been; why,
dud, in overalls, just looks a sight.
And mother's clothes are really held
logetner witn a pin. it's work, and
work, and work from morn till night.
The dust's been flying hazard and
the brooms have whiffed the air; the
window panes have taken on a shine.
While soap and water splattered on
the woodwork, here and there, the
tribe has! scarcely had a chance to
dine.
But, very soon, 'twill all be o'er;
our homo will quiet down. And then!
the looks of things will tell it pays:
to work away instead of oaf ing with
a irown, when you are m the midst
of cleaning days.

In days of old the Indians bold wore
paint upon their faces. It simply was
a part of Indian ways. But, thoujrh to
very olden, times this color fancy
it still holds forth with
(races,
flappers thefe days.
And recollection also cities the way
the Indians danced; with heads bowed
down they clattered on their heels.
And so, today, we find younir girls the
same way are entranced. No more-dthey do mild Virginia reels.
Another thing that seems to hitch
the present and the past is in the
clothes the Indians used to don. Great
buttons on their clothing, just as ornament, were fast. Today the flapper's
stockings have them on.
And yet they the warriors were
far from civilized, until the white
man's missionaries came. It makes
a person wonder when will it be realized that modern flappers need some
of the same ?
Utopia is a land where all nickel
cigars are really dime cigars.
You cant keep your head on tout
shoulders by losing it.

Phone 64
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the above named plaintiff and is now
COURT WITHIN AND filed by
AND pending against the above named defendant,
Y OF McKINLEV
Court of McKinley
District
County.
the
in
TBTATB
OF NEW MEXICO
New Mexico, said suit being numbered 1963
on the docket of said court.
That the general objects of said suit are
pUntiffs,
No lg46 for an absolute divorce from ofthe above named
abandonment.
defendant
upon the grounds
Marko
as
sometimes known
And you are further notified that unless
h
wife.
j. sSiwlich, -jg
you enter, or cause to be entered, your appearance in said cause on or before the 21st
vtLu! of .n day of November, 1922, judgment will be
deof OcU rendered in said cause against willyoube by
court datl' the 2nd day number-whicgrantfault and the relief prayed for
h
In the abov. entitled and
ed.
fore-- ?
to I uit or action for the
The name of plaintiff's attorney is H. C.
M
deed of trust, made,
the Denny, whose Post Office Address, is Gallup,
delivered
by
,and
Mexico.
New
as
drfendan't. Mark Budiaellch
C. M. ROUSE,
Max
to the above named plaintiff.
Clerk District Court,
19.
SJHSTm Tmorgagee, bearing date Julyfore-2.- L
McKinley County, New Mexico
for the establishment and Max
(SEAL)
(12671
of said plaintiff.
of tn
First Publication, Oct. 7, 1922.
all of the property covered Last Publication, Oct. US, 1922.
said deed of trust, and for
ft?j2rihed
K?
of a Receiver to take into
WITHIN AND
.11 of the .aid IN THE DISTRICT COURT
immediately
FOR THE COUNTY OF MrKINLEY
sell
property and to advertise and
MEXICO
NEW
OF
AND
STATE
b Provided by law. or
STSSTm i
aaid court, for the satisfact on of The Gallup State Bank,
STtaSgnent heretofore rendered in the above a corporation, Plaintiff.
StiUed and numbered cauae, attorney a fees,
No. 1921.
vs.
Sort
and all other expenses and charKa, Lee
Brazos,
TaidBeceivership, in carrying out the order
Defendant.
""court as afor.ad, and all as more fully
NOTICE OF SALE
ZmM Tin the file, and records of the above
Notice Is hereby given, that by virtue of
numbered cause, the said Re-SSSid
of
will on the 14th day of November, 1022 an order of the court dated the 2nd day
1922, in the above entitled and
2 to tour of 10 o'clock A. M., at the fron September,
numbered cause which is a buii or action ior
door et uie mDi
.7
J.
of the foreclosure of that certain chattel mortbtate
Gallup, in the County of McKinley,
gage, executed by the above named defendant.
New Mexico, sell subject to approval and
to Lee Brazos, as mortgagor, to the above named
by the court, at public vendue,
as mortone
plaintiff. The Gallup State Bank,
thVhlfhest and best bidder for cash, m des- gagee,
bearing date, the 14th day of February.
and
wcel. all of the property mentioned
foreclosure
and
anil
for
establishment
the
iuji
cribed in and as covered by the aforementioned
said of the lien of said mortgage upon the perdeed of trust, for the satisfaction of the
covered and dcribed therein,
made and entered in the said cause sonal forproperty
the purpose of the appointment of a
and
Jithe 18th day of April. 1922, and in the
into his possession immedto
take
Receiver
said cause, on
judgment made and entered in
by
amount iately ail of the personal property covered
t)K2nd day of October, 1922, for the
and to inventory, insure
chattel
said
mortgage
then remainlnu due and owing said plaintiff and advertise and sell the same as may be proThe sum of Two
Max Frkovlch,
vided by law or the further order of said
Thousand Four Hundred Fifty One and
of the judgment
interest court for the satisfaction
Dollars,
together with
(12 461 22)
heretofore rendered in the above entitled and
thereon at the rate of 6 per cent per annum numbered cause, together with the judgment
to
amounts
sale
to date of
which Interest,
and
for interest, attorney's fees, court costo,
($16.7) Dol- ail
the turn of Sixteen and
other expenses and charges of said Receivlar!, and for all court costs accruing in said ership, and all as more fully appears from the
cause, subsequent to the said date of October files and records in said cause, the undersign2nd, 1922, and all other expenses and charges ed Receiver will, on the 21th day of October.
The said mortgaged
of said Beceiver herein.
19"2, at the hour of 10:00 o'clock A. M., at
property being more particularly described as the front door of the McKinley County Court
Lot Number Two (2), of Secfollows,
House, at Gallup, in the County of McKinley
tion Twenty-fou- r
(24), in Township Thirteen and State of New Mexico, sell subject to the
(1
North, Range Sixteen (16) West, N. M.
and confirmation by the court, at
approval
evP. M., together with all improvements of
public vendue, to the highest bidder for cah,
ery kind, nature or description, located in or in one parcel, ail of the personal property
apon the same, and together with all grow- mentioned and described in and as covered by
ing crops of every kind, nature, or description, the aforementioned chattel mortgage for the
in or upon said land.
satisfaction of suid judgment heretofore ren' Each bidder, before or at the time of biddered in said cause, in favor of plaintiff and
ding, must deposit with the Receiver, a cersaid defendant in the principal sum
tified check in the amount of Five Hundred against
0
Ke-Hundred Kiuhty Seven and
of
(J500.00) Dollars, payable to the order of D.
(1787.50) Dollars, and together with inter.wt
'W. Bontems, Receiver, aa evidence of good thereon
at the rate of 10 per cent per annum,
which
1921.
faith, such sum to be retained by the Receiver from the 31st dr.y of December.
bid
u liquidated damages in the event thethereto date of sale amounts to the sum ot
interest
should be accepted and the bidder shall
for
and
Dollars,
iJO'.f.O)
Sixtv Five ar.l
upon fail or refuse to carry oat the contract
and
'further sum of Seventy-F.igof sale thereby effective, and to be returned the
tees
rimri
ami
as
attorney
..
to the bidder in event his bid should not be STS.TS F Dollars,
i
i , .
tin inula:.", mil
All bids to be in writing and sign- accepted.
of said Receivership and
expenses and charges
d by the bidder.
in ami
said personal property, described
The Receiver reserves the right to continue the
covered by said chattel mortgage being
the said sale from hour to hour or from day as
a.s follows,
described
more
particularly
to day, as in his opinion or judgment may be
One White Sewing Machine.
expedient or necessary.
One Sinircr Hewing Machine.
Dated this 3rd day of October, 1922, at GalOne Hoffman Steam Press.
lup, New Mexico.
One long glass front show case.
D. W. BONTEMS,
One new Kleanable extractor.
Receiver.
One steam engine.
(1265)
One steam boiler, three horse power.
First Publication, Oct. 7, 1322
..,.,m fitr..,l Hrviniz room, e.ectnc irons.
Us Publication, Oct.
1822
linoleum, etc.
Two large table pressing boanls.
IN THE DISTRICT COURT WITHIN AND
factory clothes racks.
One large new heater.
FOR THE
COUNTY OF McKINLEY
One cleaning machine.
AND STATE OF NEW MEXICO
touring car 1.119
One Overland
Matt Poppen,
Motor No. lullsl.
""
Plaintiff.
"d Voids and other fixtures and
!
No. 1963.
vs.
County
enuVinie.it located in the McKinley
Dassee Poppen,
Bank" Building, on Maxwell Avenue known
Defendant.
in
Laundry,
NOTICE OF SUIT TO THE ABOVE NAMED as the old Carbon City Steam
Mekill ev Lounvy,
DEFENDANT
chattel
aforementioned
You are hereby
has been and covered ny me
W

"

-

TSTX
t

J?d
2i?,2

SnJad
ISTi

Eh

Sent

SSton

and more particularly described and
in that certain inventory by said
Receiver, and which, on and after the 80th
day of September. 1922, the Receiver will have
on file in his office at Gallup, New Mexico, for
the inspection of any and all proapectiva purchasers of said mortgaged property.
Kach bidder before or at the time of bidding must deposit with the Receiver, a certified check in the amount of Two Hundred
Dollars,
(1200 00)
payable to the order of
as evidence of good
D. W. Bontems, Receiver,
faith, such sum to be retained by the Receiver as liquidated Damages in the event the bid
and the bidder should
should be accepted
thereafter fail or refuse to carry out the
contract of sale thereby affected, and to be
returned to the bidder in the event that his
bid should not be accepted, all bids to be in
writing and s!gned by the bidder.
The Receii'er reserves the right to continue the said sale from hour to hour and
from day to day as in his opinion may b necessary or expedient.
1922, at
Dated this 3rd day of September.
Gallup, New Mexico.
mortgage

set forth

To

ho"J

notified that suit

GALLUP TRANSFER
A.

J. McMahon, Prop.

"The World Moves, So Do We"
QUICK SERVICE
-- :-

Phone 42

-:-

W. BONTEMS.
Receiver.

D.

iLEZt

2.

i

diidi fATirkitrG

(1266)

First Publication, Oct. 7. 1922.
Last Publication, Oct. 2H, 1922.

N. M.

A.

DUtrict Court Within and for tlw
County of McKinley an BtaM

WITS

PK HI

10-7-

9-- 16

(1212)

Register.

to

5t.

STATE OF NEW MEXICO
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
OIL AND GAS LEASE OF PI BLIC LANDS
COUNTY
McKINLEY
of Public Lands.
Office of tl.e Commissioner
Santa Fe, New Mexico.

de-a-

I

.,icfl

"

Accountant

and to he return's! to the
2.
llt-7-2- 9
to
effected,
frU
.ii.nl hit,. hill nhnuld Hot M (1543)
I.
:j
III
UIIIUIT
...,i nii hi.la to he, in writ ng and signed
NOTICE
by the li'dder.
The P.eceiver reserves the r gins 'o continue
ai.u from hour to hour and from diy to
l'v-a- s
Call for bids on planting
in his opinion may be necessary or

Notice is hereby given that pursuant
apof an Act of Congress,
the provisions
proved June 20th. 1010, the laws of the Mate
of New Mexico, and the rules and regulations
of the State Land Office, the Commissioner of
Public Lands will offer for lease, for the
production of
execration, development, and to
the highest
nateintthia
oil and gas. at public auction
A
M . on Monday. Dec.
i... .. u ',.!,
ew
in the town ot Uallup, county 01 UailUp,
Ith,
McKinley. State of New Mexico, at uie follow- n,
the
deer of the Court House therein,
(1210) It.
ing described lands,
T. Hi N R. 6 W;.
Sale No.

W'.NE'i,
5

W'.SWVi,

'?

NE',SW'.,

T. IB N., R. 7 W.. Sec. 36.
11 n., k.
w.. on.
:
N. M. P. M., con-- i
SWi.,.' SWVrsE',:
acre.
taining 1,292.91
Nu bid will be accepted for less than U
cents per acre, which shall be deemed to in-- I
elude and cover the first year's rental for
said land, and no person will be permitted to
hid Bt such sale except he nas prior kj voo
time set therefor, deposited with the Commissioner of Public Lands, or with his agent in
charge of such sale, cah or certified exchange
bid.
to the amount of the above minimum
Deposits of all unsuccessful bidders
bidder
successful
The deposit of the
returned.
l.
tl.a P.immiasioiler of Public
.;il k.. Ul
Lands and by him applied in payment of such
bidder shall fail to
bid but if the sucewtsful
on demand
complete his purchase by paying
n:s
,w.u.....
uue
unoer
balance
any
...
-- .i....
an.1 pumia.ic
;.;.,,.
oviiprmefl
- -inci .
Ih.
"
the CO!!. UI 'I'lve, noiiiK
dent thereto, then and in such event sucn
New
of
State
to
the
deposit shall be forfeited
Least will be
damanea.
Mexico na liquidated
anil
oil
with
made in substantial conformity
in the office of
KM lease form No. 35 on file
ot
copy
Public
Lands,
of
the Commissioner
wtrrh will Iw furnished on application.
to
Commissioner
the
The riifht is reserved by
of
reject any and all bids, either at the time
sale or auhnenuent thereto.
Witness the hand and offic al seal of the
of Public Lands of the State
Commissioner
of New Mexico, thin 12th day of beptemoer,
I.nts

1

2. 3,"4.

w;. ski; t.
All

!, iw,
i..

will"'

'

J. S. MORROW
McKinley County Bank Building

to thereby
l
l

NWh,

R. GAINES

J.

I

.

BERGERE,

M.

N. A. FIELD,
Commissioner of Public Lands,
(SEAL)
.State of New Mexico.
First Publication Sept. 16, '22.
Last Publication, Nov. 25, '22.

The Edison
Phonographs

HERALD

STATE OF NEW MEXICO
Notice for Publication.
State Timber Sale.
The McKinley County Bank,
FOR
Sale No. X934.
a corporation,
is hereby given that pursuPlaintiff.
Notice
No. 165
n
ant to the provisions of law and regJ. F. Clarke and Bessie Clarke, husband and
ulations of the State Land Office, the
wife, Tony Kauilarie. Frank Kauuanc,
Commissioner of Public Lands will
J. J. Chittenden and Nora Chittenden,
Defendants.
offer for sale at public auction to the
NOTICE OF RECEIVER'8 BALK.
highest and best bidder at 9 o clock
NOTICE 13 HEREBY GIVEN, that under A. M., on October 16, 1922, in the
court
dated
of
the
an
of
order
and by virtue
10 Mt
of McKinley,
Per
point top. lint. Hm.
the 81st day of July, 1922, and under and by town of Gallup, County
Owl
words p
dated the State of New Mexico, at the front Countlnc
J;
virtue of an order of the court Out
to PJ lor
"artful
and
bt
order,
above
iiki. ,io f Kankmhee. 1922. in
the court house, all of the company
door
of
wamao.
tona
a
U
insert
tilt
which
numbered
cause,
entitled and
and down and
or action wherein the abovs named plsinitff dead timber, standing
against the all green timber having a diameter
sought and recovered JudgmentBessie
new moduli
Clarke, of 12 inches or more inside the bark FOR SALE
By owner,
J. F. Clarke, and
defendants,
.
I
I en mvV
ov iwv
in the sum of Ktght nunilreu (auu.u"i
room
folnouse,
d
iurmsneu,
on
the
the
from
feet
butt,
lars, together with interest thereon ut the three
B. Harding residence.
Call
mornings.
land:
th
from
dny
described
10
lth
of
rate
per annum,
lowing
-a
to
Sunnyside.
of December. 1921, and together with an
NV4, SWV, NV4 SEtt, Section
additional amount of Eighty (JHO.OO) Dollara
M.
16
N.
R.
W,
T.
It
24,
N.,
as attorney's foes, and all court costs of tns
FOR SALE Jonathan, Rom. Beauty
P. M.
herein cause, and all charges and expenses of
nnrl nhtained a SO a
D.
lr hauin
is estimated to be 350,000
and Wine aap Appies. rancy aw.
There
of a mortgage aganst
decree of foreclosure
of timber avail- Choice 2.00, smallest $1.50 per box.
all of the said defendants and the aerenuani, feet, board measure,
zone. D. W.
naiil neennd
the land and real able for cutting on said land. No bids Pnutoo-Nora Chittenden, upon
rlescrihed. and sought and will be
less than $2.00 Stiles, Farmington, N. M.
for
nccepted
of a Receiver to
i.
th. onmintment
be
u
n,. iadiiui nnH nrofita of said per M feet B. M. No one will
luml nn.l uremises. and for the permitted to bid who has not prior
PROFESSIONAL
time
tv,
and
unma at the
u..nin
to time set for sale deposited with the
in the manner hereinafter directed which said Commissioner or his agent in charge
judgment is dated the 31st day of July. 1922.
HO0.OO to cover
aiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiin
the undersigned Receiver will, on the lsth of the sale the sum of
Iav of October. 1922. at the hour of 10:00 coats of advertising and incidental exo'clock A. M . at the front door of the Mckin.
on purf'D.v, Hnnu be I. Rutin, new mna' penses and as part payment
said timber. Deposits 1
ico, in obedience to the sa d judgment and chase price of
for
bidder
order of sale, sell to the highest
of unsuccessful bidders will be reDENTIST
tha r,,iinwinff dtsicpilted land and real
if
turned but the successful bidder's
'
Over Wurm's Jewelry Store
.oil ho holil nnrl nnnlied in C8V- - 5
e
"K " nf the I. H. Ford
io
mt
Gallup, N. M.
to the Town of Gallup, aa the ment of advertising expenses and on
same is surveyed and plntted of record, also first payment for said timber. One illllMIIIIIMIIIIIIIIIIIllllllllllllllllHlllllllllllllllinU
of
Lot
inches
eleven (11) feet and four (0
third of the amount offered by the
Numbered Two (2). and all of Lots Numbered
Kill, lor must hp nuill at time
Three 13). Four (41, Five (5), and Six (6),
bidder
in Block "N." of the Sunnys.de Addition to nf snle. and such successful
F. W. WURM
the Town of Oallup, New Mexico, according
..nil Ka aanil1arl TO PaTW nin SI CUU- to the plat thereof on file in the office of
fh nnviliptlt
of the.
Recorder of tw, nvi'ilinir
the County Clerk and
I J
p, fnr
'1U
UOH
..it,,
Eyes Examined and Glasses Fitted
the County of McKinley and State of New balance in equal payments in one and
Mexico, together with all and a ngular the
two years tnereaiter, wim proviso
by Specialist
lanila, tenements, hereditaments and appurtethereunto belonging or in anywise that nnvmpnt shall in all cases be
nances
and
reversion,
reversions,
the
in nHimneo nf rilttillCT. no tim
NEW MEXICO.
appertaining
GALLUP,
Issues
and
remainder or remainders, rents.
be cut until payment shall
to
ber
.
thereof.
profits
have been made for same. Further
Each bidder before or at the time nf bidhis cerding must depost with the Receiver,
information concerning this sale may
Two
Hundred
of
tified check in the amoont
obtained upon inquiry of the Com1200.00) Dollars, payahle to D. W. Bontcma, be
The right
Receiver, as evidence of good fa th, such sum missioner of Public Lands.
to be retained by the Receiver as liquidated to reject any and all bids is reserved.
acbe
should
d
- in
b
event
the
the
damagesN. A. FIELD,
fail
cepted and the bidder should thereafter
"
Commissioner of Public Lands.
or refuse to carry out the contract of sale
In th

o

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior, U. S.
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.,
Sept. 21, 1922.
Notice is hereby given that Antonio
Armijo, of San Rafael, N. M , who,
on June 14, 1918, made Adtll. Homestead Entry, No. 0281519, for SWH
SE14, Section 2G,
NE'4; EVi NEVi;Rnno-N.
!0 We.-ir.-.
K
TVi.cliiri
M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of
intention to make three year Proof,
fn oarnhlKh claim to the land above
described, before U. S. Commissioner,
at Seboyeta, Valencia Co., N. M., on
the 10th day of November. J 922.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Felipe Trujillo, of Grants, N. M.j
Luberto Gallegos, of Grants, N. M.;
Roman Murietta, of San Rafael, N.
M.; Teodocio H. Garcia, of Grants,

19"'

-

LEGAL PUBLICATION

rr.At Ptmi irATIONS.

GALLUP, NEW MEXICO
to alfalfa

EDMUND R. FRENCH

three hundred acres located in McLawyer
11th day of September. 1922, at
Kinley County near Southt Guam, par- Member Bar:
Supreme Court United
VTVJ
allelling the railroad track on the
Receiver.
States, Supreme uourt oi new ' ,
Mexico.
to
9The land is to be cleared, plowed
Office: 205 Coal Avenue.
at leapt six inches deep, ditched, con
wnB
crete diversion mini put in ou-i- u
NOTICE FOR Pl'HI.ICATION.
at bottom,
U. S.
at
sloping to
top
of
the
Interior,
Department
irrigated, aoume
MARTIN & CHAPMAN,
Und Office at Santa Fe, N. M., with heailsiates,
and Beedert to airana oi me
10212.
disked,
21,
Sept.
further
For
Attorneys-At-LaparticuGrimm
Notice is hereby given that David lars see variety.
II P. Powers, Court House
on
N.
who,
M.,
V. Stiles, of Grants,
OFFICES:
M.
Home-,.,- ,i Gallup, N.
April l.'l, 1020, made Enlarged
Seal bids will be received until 5
WVi
Mn
for
n:t'.)075.
i,'in,
Gallup, New Mexico.
P. M.. October 7, 1922.
fvWIi: 'SVVU: Lot S, SWHSEV. o'clock,
bids
and
all
to
any
The right
reject
Section 8, Township 12 N., Range Sj is reserved.
West, N. M. P. Meridian, has filed
p
DR. E. PARK SELLARD
notice of intention to make Three
to
.It.
(1246)
to
the
claim
to
establish
Registered Optometrist
Year Proof,
KOAD IMl'KOVEMKNT
liinrl above described, before U. S.
Latest Equipment for Properly T
OK NEW MEXICO
STATE
Valencia
at
Giants,
Commissioner,
,
Mills: WCWHir
I",
ing ayes
,
h received at the
.nuu.ta
Co., N. M., on the 7th day of NovemCp-- .
Commiwion,
BUILDING
POSTOFFICE
Hitthway
KUte
the
1922.
office of
ber,
....
Wu Mficn. on OcU- Claimant names as witnesses
k... in 1022. at 9 A. M.. for the construction
fimMo Kwenpv. of Grants. N. M.; of
Federal Aid Project No. 75,
New Mexico
.
N.
I .......
nonlMI DflWRn ,1 UBiil ni.w
Henry Rlkins, of Bluewater, N. M.; i
M.; Blue Water. Lentb of project 26.18 miles.
DR. M. M. ELLISON
Tom Elkins, of Bluewater,
Approximate uiiui.h.
Robert Marable, of Grants, N. M.
7:1 969 cu. yds- - Class 1 Excavation
DENTIST
a 0F2 eu. yils. Class 2 Kxcavatlon
A. M. ticii' iMtr.,
t,

.

9--

,

-

-

49SS cu. yds. Class 9 Excavation
4,940 ru. yds. Clans I I10"0 .
8 lUo miles orowimm
Iri 205 cu. yd. Ons Course Crushed Stone

Register.

(1244)

Bt.

3

.....

to

Surfacing

NOTICE

BT
1

.

CU. yos.
1H6 lin.

" "V.
Yemeni.
IS in. Dia. 16 G. Corr. MeUl

Gallup Clinic Building

Gallup

New Mexico

ft

,
,
"
2
in. ui.
At a special meeting of the State Culvert.
.,..
..
.
.
W. M. SHERIDAN, M. D.
(1216)
Game Commission, held at Santo Ie, oi lin ft hu in. uia. ii u.
AuPractice Limited to:
C"li13V6rnn.
New Mexico, on the 29th day of
ft. 36 in. Dia. 14 Oa. Corr. Metal
Genitc-Urlna- ry
was
Diseases and ,;
worder
the
following
1922,
Culvert.
PUBLICATION.
gust,
,
KnTirrc FOR
nL
cu. vds. viatts n. vwiii
DiMaaea of the Skin
Commission:
S
the
tf4
made
U.
Interior.
n
by
tho
- vert a Spillway)Class "B" Concrete (C. M. C. Washerman Laboratory in Connectioi
229 4 cu. yds.
WHEREAS, there is a great scaronif iiftifp at sania re, 11.
Winds
In
.,,.,n
oil
f
McKinley
Hdwla.
Spillway)
PHONE 866
. ..i:ilv ui uuaii v
Bars
Sept. 21, 1922.
6.957 lbs. Reinfori-lnptne
oi
the
and
Citizens Bank Building
permitting
Joint
Expansion
County,
ft.
682
lin.
Asphalt
Juanita
VnHra is herebv iriven that
said county during 470 cu. yds. Wet Excavation
on hunting of quail in
ALBUQUERQUE. N. M.
1.475 lin. ft, MovlnK Fences
Jaramillo, of Grants, N. M., who,
the open season of 1922 will result
BRIDGES
Homestead
B,n.ry,
the
of
Jan. 30, 1917, made
same;
undue
an
depletion
B24 cu. yds. Class "A" Concrete
A.V,r.u! f,,
MRU. Section 24. in
Bars
and
RUIZ & OVERSON
46,SKSi lbs. Rein forcing
.
.u.
Tmvnshin 11 North, Range 10 West,
wo
oi
a
WHEREAS,
large number
? 1: ..Z i".V.,Tu: to hidden
Attorney.-At-Lan
N. M..1'. Menuian,
"
residing in Mcliiniey
may be examined at
,,ln. nd ofsoecificntiona
to make i year I root, toclosed season the
a
in all Courts
that
BnK'neer,
Practice
District
Uw
have
requested
wnay.
office
ty
u
establish claim to the land aoove
tkiiuhori tn nrevent the hunting ...
New. Mexico, or .at ine giira
Mexico.
New
P..
and Arizona
Mexico
at
New
Q.nt.
S.
Commissioner,
before U.
in said county,
ana airiiciiire
fvnienl
on of quail of all kinds
Grants, Valencia Co., New Mexico,
wun
tne
ion
year
mts, toRctner
during
It is not eontern- on application.
the 7th day of November, 192..
IT IS THEREFORE ORDERED by be mailedman
JOHN WITT HENDRIX
ny p. mm
Claimant names as witnesses:
Game Commission that all plate.1 to
the
State
rervo tne
Commission
State Hinhway
of The Methodist Church
Mariano Tadia, Rubi Marino, Mateo of the locality embraced within the Thi
Pastor
anu
t
ail
any
to
pposm.
reject
of McKinley
boundaries
300 3rd Street.
Tuvieta, Goronimo Baca, all of Grants, exterior
Residence
State HiirhwAy KnKinerr.
If
i i... XT,.,,, IVfrvvirm ho. RTiA the
Phone No. 288.
New Mexico, September 1,
Santa
Fe,
A M. BEROERE,
ot
closed to hunting
to
(U2;t) 4t.
At Home in the Study 8 to 11:30 A. Bt
Receiver. same is hereby
uieu n"'"
And 7:00 to 8:30 P. M.
quail, of all kinds, m sain1922.
OFFRfci
LAND
to
to
""STATE
the
nf
Clotnher.
ontu
(1243) 5t.
Your Service At All Hour.
At
Interior
the
of
and
any
Department
first day of January, 1923,
i
United States Land Office,
In the Probate Court, of the County hunting of quail oi any khui
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
of
State
of McKinley,
99 I 122 .
umKne
,
Him a
iod of time by any person. Any vioNew Mexico.
of the Notice is hereby given that tne
of
the
of
provisions
of
estate
lation
any
the
of
matter
In the
:
niinished DV State of New Mexico, by virtue of
tLlia'KUlliK
,.,!,. ahull
uiirci
Dorotea Lare, deceased;
hau selected,
less than $25.00 and not Acts of Congress,
not
fine
of
a
CREDITORS.
NOTICE TO
Osteopathic Physician
or by Imprison- - through this office, the following
more
than
$300.00,
unby the
fVicn
-- --and not
Notice
v.- rfnva
.
v...... ton
.
.... j is hereby given nf said es- - nieiii,l ui iiui
lBLtot
Sr.04, Serial No. 037836. SWV4,
more than ninety days, or both, at the
ACUTE and CHRONIC
having claims discretion of the court.
Sec. 34, T. 19 N., R. 9 W., N. M. P. M.
the
nresent
,
".!.iT.i0f tn
d
v
ue
or
bk""""-"corneals
snail
Protests
order
DISEASES
to The foregoing
mav he filed in
UIl Ul DUVll ulvlinna .
same with the necessary vouchersbust- in The Gallup Herald in 8 suc .11
h a nlace of
before
approtime
It.
office
at
a
any
this
ana
copy
time re- - cessive atissues,
within
COMMERCIAL
the County Courthouse ol VS
posted
A. M. BERGERE,
in two other
and
McKinley County,
7
HOTEL
Register.
public places in said County.
THOMAS P. GABLE,
(1278)
JACOB PETERNEL,
State Game and Fish Warden. First Pub. Oct. 7, 1922.
Administrator of said esUte.
Last Pub. Nov. 4, 1922.
to
(1212) 8t
to
(1214) 4t.
T

Culvert.
S04

.

lin. It.

...

.

.;,

,...(

in.

r

........

coun-intenti-

Are Without Comparison.
The High est Achievements in the Art of Musical Reproducing Instruments Are Incorporated
in the EDISON. Prices
to
right, and many styles
choose from.
EDISON AMBEROL
PHONOGRAPHS
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any sort oi witnesses, tin
will be scrutenizea as cioseiy as we
applicant, and the witness may injure
the applicant's chances rather than
11.
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COLORE!

HeraM).

of colored
Thursday night
Republicans of McKinley county met
at the Gibson theatre and organized
the MeKinley County Republican Cluo
by electing J. E. Richards, president;
Mrs.
;
Walter Castle,
I P. Partee, second
Mrs. E. J. Jnkins, secretary; E. J.
Jenkins, treasurer. Capt. Robt. Cole,
g
presipresided, he being the
dent of the Club. Mr. Cole spoke
briefly as to what the Republican
party meant to the people of his race.
Mr Rifhrds. on taking the chair,
made a short talk on what could be
expected of the colored Republicans
of McKinley county. Mr. L. P. Partee
installed the newly elected officers, in
his usual dignified and happy style.
Republican candidates present, and
who delivered short addresses, were
C. M. Rous, Sam Dimon, Chas. W.
Davis, E. W. Tamony, Bob Roberts
a number

Tl earthquake which (truck Blue-tnt- or
tember 30the, shook 'things
eosi. ?fcl. HUH there was no
i
mcst done, the walls of
of tie homes were cracked, and
1
s clsska of plaster fell from the
and walls. It lasted about 30
c
TuuM at first, then shocks at inter-t- j
until 8:30 October 2nd, there be-ten shocks in all.
tin. H. J. Snyman and her new son
Yvn arrived home from St. Mary's
LoapiUl and the young son has been
christened Thomas Davy Snyman.
Mr. H. D. Chapman who had his
,
collar bone broken, is home again and
much improved.
Mr. S. E. Harding and family spent
Saturday in Gallup.
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WON CUP FOR KEEPS
The Rebeccas of Gallup have successfully won the prize contest loving
'cup for the third time in succession,
and this time for keeps. At the State
Convention on October 3rd, in contest,
with other State Rebecca teams, Gallup Rebeccas came off victorious and
brought home the cup. Those who at
tended the convention, which was held
at Clayton, were: Mesdames E.
A. Dietzman, R. R. Cory,
John R. Brown, Frank Swartz, John
Myrick, H. Freeman, E. W. Cooper, L.
H. Miller, Mrs. Irick, Capt Howard,
Mr. and Mrs. Robt. Seabridge, Mr. and
Mis. Robt Proctor.
Wjll-mund- er

VACCINATION
When vaccinating

against
if the diameter of the
is not more than
of an
inch, the resulting soreness and scar
will be considerably reduced, while the
results will be just as good. The drawing of blood should be avoided entirely, merely pricking the epidermis with
the needle. If the vaccine is first applied to the skin, and the pricking
done through
the drop, sufficient
virus will be carried in to the skin to
do the work and the remainder can be

well-kno-

neg-lect-

one-eig- th

and H. W. Brose. Geo. A. Byus, ediMr. 8. E. Palmer form Rinconatha tor of The Gallup Herald, delivered
kaa moved hit family here on account a stirring address, pointing out many
' baa moved his family here on account things for the colored Republicans to
' oz school.
remember, drawing a comparison De- and Republican
&2ss Alice Wilcox and Misa Dorthy tween Democratic
Slaten spent the week end in Gallup policies, touched on the splendid and
efficient records of our
with Mr. and Mrs. F. P. Neilson.
Mr. A. W. Thigpen is erecting a Rpublican county officials, who are wiped off.
In connection with smallpox viccina-tiodeserving of our endorsement for their
new barn on hijypremises.
Mr. Byus'
the following from a letter from
Miss Josephine Clawson from Ram- faithful public services.
General Leonard Wood, Governor
an, is here visiting her sister, Mrs. address was well received with fre- Maj.
be of interest to all:
Z. M. Chapman.
quent and loud applause.
2

vaccination has been
carried out carefully in the Phillipine
Islands, smallpox nas pracucauy will
of the Phillipine Islands,
appeared. Wherever it has been
or inefficiently done, we have
had frightful loss of life. "The peosituaple who are familiar with the of the
tion are keenly appreciative
benefits of vaccination after effective vaccination had been established
in the city of Manila there were no
deaths for seven years before the
days of systemic vaccination in the
Philippine Islands there were approximately 40,000 deaths per year from
As effectual vaccination
smallpox.
was carried out the disease disappeared province by province. It is apparent, therefore, that the foregoing information makes concrete proof of the
value and desirability of vaccination
when it is effectually applied."
State Bureau of Public Health.

n,

NEW CITIZENS
ADMITTED

night schools for
the training of these people along:
these lines could be maintained it
would be a splendid thing, both for
the applicant and the community. If
such were instituted I would feel like
rejecting the application ot any one
who does not take a complete course.
I at least will let them know that they
must interest themselves in learning
something of our country and our
principles of government, and conduct
themselves propeny, else iney win
have no standing in court. I am not
nearly so interested in seeing that
men are naturalized as I am in seeing that only proper men are naturalized."
Prof. Roy L. White has consented
to conduct night schools for the benefit of those who wish to become citi
zens of the United States, and it has
been suggested that those who wish
to take advantage of this generous
opportunity apply to either County
Clerk, C. M. Rouse, or to Prof. White
and make arrangements for attending
the schools. In this connection, Horace Moses, superintendent of the Gallup American Coal Company, wjll arrange for transportation from his
camps to Gallup. This will add in
terest in the matter, and no one who
desires to become a citizen of our
country can well afford to miss the

AT 2ND STREET

are having
weather, tut the favmoi?
cutting grain.

n.

by October 1st.
Mr. and Mrs. T. 0. Howell
Inchoof ranch' bringin

f

&

Throughout the store there is everywhere apparent extraordinary opportunities
for shoppers to acquire personal and home items of maximum value at minimum
prices. Displays are complete. It is wisdom to purchase now for the greater
part of the season lies ahead.

Autumn Suits Employ
Luxurious Fabrics

The Fall Dresses Choose
Many Style Themes

Fascinating New

Beautiful fabrics whose quality is
apparent in their appearance and
"feel" are used in the making of
the new Suits for Autumn. And
they may be in box styles, with
fur or embroidery trims or they
may be decidedly tailored. Three
piece suits are again in favor and
they 'are more charming than
ever. In keeping with the trend
of style the skirts are longer and
in the tailored or
styles the coats are long and have
a slenderizing effect. Colors favor
Brown and Blue in many new
shades. Prices from $29.50 to

Fashion has been extremely kind
to Dresses this season in that she
has allowed so many different

MILLINERY

The Finest Silk Hose Are

"I

f.

Made In America
Time was, when Americans always looked to France for the
new and beautiful in Hosiery. But
now conditions have changed and
our American mills turn out the
same high quality as was former-

found abroad. We feature the
well- - known Armor Plate & Moll a w k
brands, famous for
their beauty and long wear
wnetner you
ing qualities.
prefer 6heer chiffon silk or heavy
pure thread silk we can supply
your requirements. And the color
range is unusually complete, with
many new shades, including
Aluminum, Creole and Congo.
ly
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soon.
is at Luna workinf
Geo.
M. Reynolds.
for
Arch Hiser was in Spur Lake Saturday, visiting at Geo. Hooser's Arte

says they have a fine baby

boy it
house. Born Sept. 19th.
Cliff Martiut, Prof. Baker, Mines
Willie Cliff and Virgie Wheatty wen
here from Luna Sunday.

their

0

OFFICE OF STATE
TRAVELING

AUDITOR

Gallup, New Mexico
October 2nd, 1922.
;

NOTICE

TO THE TAXPAYERS
McKINLEY COUNTY

are

hereby

OF

notified that

the

following:
First: The various banks of McKinley County, and especially the
Gallup State Bank.

IN STYLES TO CONFORM WITH THE
APPAREL MODE

Second: The Gallup Mercantile
Ranch.
Third: The property of W. H.
Morris, and Mrs. Stella R.
Mor-ri-

Fourth:

The

Carman.

Fifth:
While

cific

to

property of J.

Ha'etB.H,
The Banner Drug

Store.

the investigation will be W
the matters mentioned above
brfoK

should any taxpayer desire to
forward any other matter pertamiiit
to the assessment of property in McKinley County, the same will be given

proper attention.
A.

G. WHITTIER, .
Auditor

State Traveling

I
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Wide Brims Ate,
All the Rage.
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silhouettes
Lengthened skirts and straight-lin- e
the mode grows more
stately. And to conform to the dignity of the new styles designers have
planned such hats as are now arriving each day. These hats have a
great deal of smartness and we want you to come in and try them on.
We know you'll enjoy seeing them. Priced reasonably low.

SILKEN UNDERTHINGS

.

Riirvmra

Monday, October 9th, 1922, for the
specific purpose of investigating
made by the County Assessor and pertaining specifically to the

New Coats and Wraps
Are Lavishly Trimmed

When one's lingerie has borne the strain of three
summer months, it is sure to need replenishing.
The many new styles on display turn the necessity of buying into a thoroughly delightful experience. There are Gowns, Teddies, Camisoles,
Petticoats, Pajamas, Vests and Bloomers of the
most exquisite materials Imaginable Crepe de
Chine, Radium Silk, Georgette Crepe, and Pongee.
In shades of Flesh, White Orchid, Apricot, and
Slack. Some are plain tailored garments for
those who perfer simplicity; then there are others
fancifully trimmed with laces and ribbons in
many clever ways.

wiks.

he gone
Mi's.
.Tack

office of the State Traveling Auditor
will hold a public hearing at the Court
House in Gallup, at 10 o'clock A. M.,

$19.50 to 98.50.

Never have winter coats tempted
waiting women with a more caressing warmth or a more lovely
depth of color. There are coats
cut in picturesque folds, and
others more slender of line.
There are fabrics of the most luxuriant softness. With fur collars
of Squirrel, Beaver, Caracul and
other pelts. With a clever touch
of embroideries and an unexpected touch of rich contrasting linings.
The materials used are Panve- .laine, Gerona, Pondora, Marleen,
and others. Some are in wrappy
styles. I heir colors suggest Autumn itself many new shades of
Brown and Blue are shown. Priced from $25.00 to $225.00.
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$75.00.
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will be completed
Earman Hooser
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Leslie Lauey, was down' from
Sunday, visiting Geo. Hooser

P-a-

Fashion has permitted us to go our own way as to Summer modes, but she now
draws the line for Autumn as to what we may wear and what we may not wear.
Skirts will be a little longer and more graceful. The suit silhouette is as slender
as ever. But in frocks it varies from the severely straight to the
extremely bouffant. But Fashion has smiled kindly up on all the new styles and they are
wholly
delightful.

semi-tailor-

'

Andrew Wdl'cxI.s were visiting lfa.
ijeo. Hooser Monday.
Mr. Denton Trr.cy' came in froratfci
road camp Saturday and moved Mn.
Tracy back with him. Mr. Tracy uid
"batching" was no good to him.
lea VVi Shanks and Virgil Bruce ut
still in Oklahoma. .Some attractions
there, we think.
Misses Eernice Welbanks and Bessie
Einnion, are attendin "lie
Round Valley High School" this yen.
Miss Myrtle Reynolds, W. S. Liney
and sister, Anna, were here from
Luna trading with Kedrick Bros, lilt
Tuesday.
Dick Nichols, Charlie Whalen ud
Bert Binnion have gone back to the
road to work. They think the work

Splendor

variations. They may be straight
or bouffant of line with a panel or
a drape to give a most pleasing
effect.
Of either silk or wool,
they boast of many unique style
details that give them exclusive
appearance. Striking embroideries and braidings are cleverly
used; many in bright colorings.
Choice is offered of an infinite,
variety of colors and prices are
very moderate, ranging from

M

School opened here Septeml,..
under the management of
avails oi
Sumner. There JS?

to

The Styles for Fall Are Mow
Revealed in All Their

SpecU),)!

We

Owren Combe is out of school iti.
on account of being
whooping cough.
Miss
Cora Lewis
Charlie, from La Junta' Coh . SS
here looking out for Wti nut tlf. "
always glad to have people 'coik
our counrtv looking
iA.:
'
they always come back.
Misses Hazel and Leon, wi.7
were up at Sam G. Beard Jr
after their school books. The cWmS
are about to get all their Wi,.
M
"9
need.
Perry Hedriek. retumoH ...
:
OBlInn. N. M
,
V
is a hustler and keeps a good iumS
of everything good to eat, iT2
reasonable prices.
The Stork visited th h
jF. West, last Sunday morning eBvi
a line ,xoy baby lor Mrs. F. I T0?
send, Mrs. West's (laughter.
Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Evans
bin
frone to Mesa, Ariz., to spend thl
winter.
Iheie will be a meeting r.t H.A4J.
Bros.. Saturday, Sent.. 30th t if
M. The meeting is to elect delegate!
to the Democratic Convention whick
convenes at Reserve, X. M.
Geo. Townsend is at home after
seveial months aWuce. Mr. Tow.
fend is a brick layer, and has beea
at work in Bek-n-, also Albuquerque.
Andrew Welbnnks is up at ti
Stecles helping cut grain this week.
J. F. West left for Nutrioso, Wed,

THE STYLE SHOP
7

tuaiiup Herald

promote them,
"If good

and I have learned that it is a serious
and not merely a formal matter. From
now on, before I will permit any one
to be naturalized it must appear by
positive proof, first that the applicant
has a sufficient knowledge of our
country and its principles of government to appreciate what we are striving for, and also he must possess those
from now on to come into court with opportunity.

CORNER COAL AVE.,

SPWRLAKK

BLOUSES
1

EXCLUSIVE

OUTFITTERS
MISSES

BUT NOT EXRENSWE

FOR
WOMEN
AND CHILDREN

Gallup NK,

In Bright or Subdued Tones
Perhaps the most interesting of the Autumn
Blouses are those in bright color combinations
with designs suggestive of the Orient. Canton
Crepe in novelty painted designs as well as
Crepe
Satins are used in fashioning new blouses. Mate-lassa new origination of the
season, is fast
gaining in popularity and many charming blouses
are macie oi tnis attractive material,
Prices
range from $5.95 to $18.50.
e,
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fashionable In Paris
This

is

one.

white taffeta,
wheat uproys.
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